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Summary: Milankovitch Theory on the effects of Earth's orbital variations on insolation remains the 
most popular explanation for the glacial cycle since the early 1970's. According to its defenders, the 
main determinant of a glacial period termination is high 65° N summer insolation, and a 100 kyr cycle in 
eccentricity induces a non-linear response that determines the pacing of interglacials. Based on this 
theory some authors propose that the current interglacial is going to be a very long one due to a 
favorable evolution of 65° N summer insolation. Available evidence, however, supports that the pacing of 
interglacials is determined by obliquity, that the 100 kyr spacing of interglacials is not real, and that the 
orbital configuration and thermal evolution of the Holocene does not significantly depart from the 
average interglacial of the past 800,000 years, so there is no orbital support for a long Holocene.

Introduction

An understanding of past climate changes helps to put current global warming or “climate change” 
into perspective. Failure to account for past abrupt climate changes leaves us with a sample size of one 
warming and can cause a statistical type I error. When the village boy cried wolf, he was proposing an 
alternative hypothesis to the villagers. The null hypothesis was that there was no wolf. When the 
villagers accepted the boy's hypothesis with a sample size of one and not enough evidence, they 
committed a type I error, a false positive. Given the risk of committing such an error with climate change, 
it is important to study the climate of the past.

Since there is only one reality and unlimited hypotheses to explain it, whenever confronted with a 
new claim, it is reasonable to think that the null hypothesis is it is not true. Adopting that reasonable 
position means being skeptical by default. That doesn't make one very popular in the village, but makes 
one right most of the time.

Since extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence, we raise the bar for evidence and lower 
the chance of rejecting the null hypothesis. In this way we reduce the chance of committing a type I error 
(reject the null hypothesis when it is true). The study of past climate changes is therefore of great 
importance in the study of the present global warming. A priori we should be skeptical about claims that 
"this time is different", not because it is false, but because every time is different. Every interglacial 
period is different, but that does not mean that common explanations cannot be found, even if different 
factors were contributing in different ways to each of them. After all, science is a lot more about finding 
common elements to different observations than finding specific explanations to each observation.

In this series of articles, entitled "Nature Unbound: Climate Changes of the Recent Past" I am going 
to examine significant climate changes that have taken place since humankind evolved. In the first article 
we will review the glacial cycle. The second article will focus on the abrupt changes, known as 
Dansgaard-Oeschger events, that occurred in the last glacial period. We will place a special emphasis 
on the 50 -15 kyr BP (thousands of years before 1950) period. Future articles in the series will examine 
some evidence on the millennial cycles of the Holocene and some speculation about the future. I hope 
that in the process we can learn enough about climate change to add some perspective into the present 
one.

To set the stage we must know that the Earth has spent 90% of its time during the past million years 
in the coldest 1% of the temperatures seen in the past 500 million years. The Earth is locked in a very 
cold stage known as the Quaternary Ice Age. The reasons for this are unknown. An ice age is defined 
as any period when there are extensive ice sheets over vast land regions, as we see now. Since the last 
four ice ages have taken place roughly 150 million years apart, some scientists favor an astronomical 
explanation (changes in the Sun, the orbit of the Earth, or passage of the solar system through the 
galactic plane), while others prefer a terrestrial explanation (changes in the continental distribution, or 
concentration of greenhouse gases).

http://www.dandebat.dk/eng-klima5.htm


So, we don't know why the Earth is in an ice age, but at least we think we know why 10% of the time 
the Earth gets a brief respite from predominantly glacial conditions and enters a milder condition known 
as an interglacial.

The glacial cycle. Milankovitch Theory.

The currently favored theory on glacial-interglacial climate change was first proposed in 1864 by 
James Croll, a self-educated janitor at the Andersonian College in Scotland, which goes to show that 
anybody can do science. He was offered a position in 1867, corresponded with Charles Lyell and 
Charles Darwin, and was awarded an honorary degree. But scientific knowledge at the time and his own 
limitations in mathematics and astronomy led to the final rejection of the theory. Croll wrongly concluded 
that orbital eccentricity and lack of winter insolation were responsible for glacial periods, and although he 
was the first to propose a positive ice-albedo feedback as a mechanism, his model called for 
asynchronous glaciations at the poles and timings for glaciations that were not supported by the then 
available (but incorrect) evidence.

The Serbian genius Milutin Milankovitch was, in 1920, the first to undertake the work of calculating 
the intricacies of the Earth insolation at different latitudes due to orbital variations in a time without 
computers, and he immediately identified summer insolation as a key factor to explain the drastic climate 
changes of the past. His theory was not accepted until 1970, when geological evidence was found on 
multiple glacial-interglacial cycles, although their timing (100 kyr) was a bit off relative to Milankovitch 
Theory. Proper dating of glaciations during the past 2.6 million years showed that for the most part they 
have taken place at intervals of 41,000 years, a period more akin to orbital insolation forcing.

Milankovitch Theory is very well known, so there is no point in going over it with much detail. Suffice 
to say that there are three types of orbital changes that affect Earth's insolation over the long term (figure 
1).

Eccentricity: If the Solar system was only composed of the Sun and the Earth, Earth's elliptical orbit 
would always have the same eccentricity, but as the movements of the other planets, specially the 
closest giants Jupiter and Saturn, introduce gravitational perturbations, the Earth's orbit slightly changes 
its eccentricity. The eccentricity changes with a major beat of 413,000 years and two minor beats of 
95,000 and 125,000 years. The changes in eccentricity are the only orbital changes that alter the amount 
of solar energy that the Earth receives as they change its distance from the Sun. Since the Earth's orbit 
is always quite circular (eccentricity varies from 0.005 to 0.06) the change in insolation between 
Perihelion and Aphelion (now at January and July) is small, currently about 6.4% (0.016 eccentricity). 
The changes in eccentricity also produce a shortening and lengthening of the seasons as the Earth 
speeds at Perihelion and slows at Aphelion. Currently the northern Hemisphere winter (at perihelion) is 
4.6 days shorter than southern Hemisphere winter (at aphelion). The important thing to remember in 
terms of climatic change is that due to the length of its main cycle, and the low eccentricity of Earth's 
orbit, the eccentricity cycle results in an exceedingly small forcing. Or in other words, the insolation 
changes due to eccentricity are very small by themselves. It is only through its effect on precession and 
obliquity that eccentricity becomes relevant.

Obliquity: This cycle is given by the changes in the inclination of Earth's axis, or axial tilt, with 
respect to Earth's orbital plane. The axial tilt varies between 22.1° and 24.3° over the course of a cycle 
that takes 41,000 years. Currently the tilt is 23.44° and decreasing. The change in tilt changes the 
distribution of the solar energy between the seasons and through latitudes. The higher the obliquity, the 
more insolation in the poles during the summer and the less insolation in the poles during the winter and 
in the tropical areas all year. High obliquity promotes interglacials while lower obliquity is associated with 
glacial periods. While obliquity does not change the amount of insolation the Earth receives, it does 
change the amount of insolation each latitude receives and the change is large at high latitudes.

Precession: There are two precessional movements. The axial precession is the Earth's slow 
wobble as it spins on its axis due to the gravitational pull on its equator by other solar bodies. The 
Earth's axis then describes a circle against the fixed stars in 26,000 years, so if it is now pointing to 
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Polaris, 13,000 years ago it was pointing to Vega. The orbital (or apsidal or elliptical) precession is the 
slow rotation of the elliptical orbit around the focus of the ellipse closest to the Sun in a period of 113,000 
years. The combined precession (of the equinoxes) displaces progressively the seasons around the year 
and around the orbit, so that if now northern Hemisphere winter takes place at perihelion (perigee 
closest to the Sun), in about 11,500 years it will be taking place at aphelion (apogee farthest from the 
Sun). Precession is therefore modulated by eccentricity as the precession angle would be irrelevant at 
zero eccentricity (circular orbit). It is important to note that precession doesn't change the amount of 
insolation that the Earth receives or the amount of insolation that each latitude receives during the year. 
Whatever insolation precession gives to one season, it takes it back from the other seasons, thus 
precession is an important contributor to summer insolation and to the insolation latitudinal gradient. The 
interaction of the various components of precession produce cycles at 19, 22 and 24 kyr with a mean 
period of roughly 23,000 years. Since the northern hemisphere summer now takes place at aphelion, we 
are at a minimum, in the precessional cycle, from the point of view of summer insolation at 65°N.

Figure 1. Changes in Earth's orbit as the basis for Milankovitch theory. The orbital eccentricity variation (green) produces 
changes in the shape of the Earth's orbit with periods of 413 kyr and 100 kyr. Axial tilt (blue) changes with obliquity periods of 41 
kyr. The orbital precession (orange) rotates the orbit around one of the elliptical foci, while the axial precession (yellow) wobbles 
the Earth. Both together produce an average period of 23 kyr. Source: Cyril Langlois

As currently viewed by followers of Milankovitch Theory, glacial inception takes place when the 
summer insolation at 65°N allows more ice to survive the summer every year. This starts the buildup of 
the Laurentide, Fennoscandian and Siberian ice sheets. This process is fueled by ice-albedo and other 
feedbacks and progressively cools the Earth with a simultaneous drop in sea level. The glacial period 
survives several cycles of increased 65°N summer insolation and progressively gets colder and sea level 
lowers. The next eccentricity cycle, between 95 and 125 kyr later, induces a non-linear response on 
precession such that the next rise in 65°N summer insolation triggers a glacial termination. This is a 
much faster process than glaciation as is helped by feedback effects such as a reduction in ice-albedo or
a buildup of greenhouse gases.

Glacial cycles are a tough nut to model with current climate models which are built using Holocene 
conditions. The discussions between Milankovitch defenders are about the fashionable role of CO2 in 
glacial termination (Shakun et al., 2012), about a three stage model with interglacial, mild glacial and full 

http://planet-terre.ens-lyon.fr/article/milankovitch-2005.xml
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glacial conditions (Paillard, 1998), or about a sea-ice switch to explain why other peaks in 65°N summer 
insolation fail to get the world out of a glacial until the eccentricity cycle kicks in 100 kyr later (Gildor and 
Tziperman, 2000).

Problems with Milankovitch Theory

The current theory explaining glaciations through summer insolation at 65°N, paced by the 100 kyr
eccentricity cycle is supported by the scientific consensus and is presented in textbooks. But, it has 
some important holes that challenge its validity.

The most important one is the 100 kyr problem. Until about 1 million years ago glaciations were 
taking place at 41 kyr intervals, pointing to obliquity as the main factor. But since about that time 
glaciations have taken place at 100 kyr intervals (figure 2). When this was discovered the problem was 
that the Milankovitch Theory did not reserve any special place for the eccentricity cycle, since its effect is 
minimal. So Hays, Imbrie, and Shackleton in their 1976 article proposed that the eccentricity was playing 
its role in a non-linear way. The problem is compounded because the main cycle of eccentricity is 413 
kyr and that cycle is even less apparent in the record so we are left with the conclusion that eccentricity 
produces a multiplicative effect during its minor cycles, yet no important effect in its major cycle. Maslin 
and Ridgwell (2005) call it "the eccentricity myth." In addition, the change from early-Pleistocene 41 
kyr glaciations to late-Pleistocene 100 kyr glaciations was achieved without any change in insolation, so 
Milankovitch Theory is at odds to explain it.

Figure 2. The Mid-Pleistocene Transition. Two different proxies for temperature, the alkenone UK'37 in marine sediments 
(red), and δ18O isotope in benthic cores (blue), show the progressive cooling of the Earth through the Pliocene. At the early-
Pleistocene glaciations start to take place at 41 kyr intervals. As the cooling progresses, this interval lengthens to 100 kyr in 
what is called the Mid-Pleistocene Transition or Revolution. Source: K.T. Lawrence, et al. 2006.

The 100 kyr problem is best illustrated in figure 3 where we compare the Milankovitch Theory, 
through the decomposition of the insolation into its components: eccentricity, obliquity and precession 



(figure 3 A); with evidence from temperature proxy records (figure 3 B), through frequency analysis to 
reveal their main cyclic components. Note that you rarely see eccentricity plotted at its true comparative 
forcing. The disparity is so evident that the current consensus glacial cycle hypothesis cannot be right.

Figure 3. The 100 kyr problem. Milankovitch theory, in its current consensus form, runs into problems explaining the disparity 
between predictions and observations. A. The calculation of 65°N summer insolation shows that the predicted range of 105 
W/m2 is mainly due to the contribution of precession, followed by obliquity with a similar magnitude. The contribution from 
eccentricity is however very small. B. When the spectra of the temperature proxies is analyzed, the main band is a 100 kyr
band, followed in intensity by a 41 kyr band, while the 23 and 19 kyr bands are barely detectable. So, the strongest contributor 
gives the weakest signal, while the strongest signal comes at a frequency of what should be a negligible contributor. Source: J.
Imbrie et al. 1993. Modified.

Second in importance is the causality problem, exemplified in "the stage 5 problem." Marine 
Isotope Stage 5 is used here as an alternative name for the previous interglacial, also known as Eemian 
in North America. According to insolation, the Eemian or MIS 5 should have started at the earliest 135 
kyr BP, however data from crystals in a Nevada cave named Devils Hole in 1992 indicate that by that 
date glacial termination was essentially finished (Winograd et al., 1992; Ludwig et al., 1992; Glacial 
termination is defined as the midpoint in sea level between glacial and interglacial). A great controversy 
erupted over that data in the literature and has not abated since. But Devils Hole data is not alone, as 
similar data has been uncovered from coral reefs in the Bahamas (Gallup et al. 2002), Barbados and 
Papua New Guinea, and from Iberian-margin sediments and Italian cave speleothems (Drysdale et al. 
2009), and all of it indicates that termination was essentially completed by 135 kyr BP. A date when 
65°N summer insolation was still below the levels of 70% of the previous 100 kyr (figure 4). Additional 
data indicates that MIS 5 may not be the only glacial termination where the effect appears to precede 
the cause. MIS 15c shows the same situation. The problem is further complicated because summer 
insolation has been used as a defining criterion to date the start and end of glaciations in sediments in 
the official UN sponsored SPECMAP series. This results in circular reasoning since computed insolation 
is assumed to pace the glaciations and terminations and has been used to date them.



Figure 4. The causality problem. The arrow marks when the effect has taken place before the theoretic cause. According to 
Milankovitch theory, glacial termination II, leading to MI Stage 5 or the Eemian interglacial, could not have commenced earlier 
than 135 kyr ago (vertical grey dotted line) due to lack of solar forcing. However, data from Devils hole cave (thin grey line) 
indicates a much earlier start since deglaciation was already well under way at 140 kyr ago. SPECMAC series data (thick black 
line) is of no help since it was set to match 65°N summer insolation so the middle of each rise is set at maximum insolation 
(grey vertical bars). Data from Barbados coral reefs (Green and yellow) supports the early start as sample NU-1471 indicates 
that by 136 kyr ago, according to sea levels, termination II was already 80% complete. The 65°N summer insolation is in 
orange. Obliquity is in blue. Obliquity cycle started 10 kyr earlier, at 150 kyr ago. Source: C.D. Gallup et al. 2002. Obliquity 
added.

A third issue is that glacial cycles are symmetric between the hemispheres, as both are warming 
or cooling simultaneously, whereas the seasonal precession forcing (and 65°N summer insolation) is 
anti-symmetric. That is when one hemisphere warms, the other cools.

A fourth problem that is seldom discussed is the 41 kyr problem (Raymo and Nisancioglu, 2003). If 
Milankovitch Theory struggles to explain the glacial cycle in the last 0.8 million years, it has no less
problems to explain it between 3-0.8 million years ago. During that period temperatures and global ice 
volume varied almost exclusively at the 41 kyr obliquity period, while high-latitude summer insolation is 
always dominated by precession. Raymo and Nisancioglu (2003) argue that these earlier interglacials 
cannot be understood within the current framework of the Mylankovitch Hypothesis.

Evidence that the pacing of interglacials does not follow a 100 kyr cycle

The claim that interglacials follow a 100 kyr cycle is surprising. According to the LR04 marine 
sediment core or EPICA Dome C Antarctic ice core no single interglacial of the past 800,000 years starts 
100,000 years after the previous one (table 1). It is also difficult to understand how a 100 kyr cycle 
hypothesis can be supported based upon 11 interglacials within the last 800 kyr that have an average 
spacing of 72.7 kyr, very far from 100.



Table I. Interglacials of the past 800,000 years. Interglacial start date was determined directly from EPICA Dome C 
temperature data from δDeuterium isotopic changes. Temporal distance between interglacials was calculated between start 
times. Average distance is 72.7 kyr, while most frequent distance is close to 82 kyr.

To clarify this issue, I have plotted the interglacial start date versus distance from previous 
interglacial, following Euan Mearns (The Alpine Journal, in press; personal communication). The result is 
given in figure 5. The data strongly indicates that the spacing of interglacials tends to fall on multiples of 
the 41,000 year obliquity cycle. There are two anomalous interglacials, MIS 11 was unusually long, and 
MIS 7e was unusually short. If their deviation is due to an early start in the first case and a late start in 
the second, then the distance to the next interglacial might be affected simply by the change in start 
date. Correcting for the start date, the length of the two interglacials places every cycle in the graph 
close to the obliquity lines.



Figure 5. The 100 kyr Myth. Plot of Interglacial start date versus distance to the previous interglacial. The spacing of 
interglacials shows a strong tendency to fall into multiples of obliquity spacing (red bands). Even the anomalous interglacials 
MIS 11 and MIS 7e (stars) can be explained by their abnormal length. If their length transgressions were accounted for, every 
dot would be near the red bands. Bottom: EPICA Dome C temperature plot. Grey continuous line, obliquity. Grey dotted line, 
eccentricity.

Another observation is the presence of two interglacials separated by only one obliquity cycle (41 
kyr) at times of very high eccentricity (figure 5). This suggests the existence of a repeating pattern 
following the 413 kyr eccentricity cycle where the length of a unit is given by the distance between MIS 
15a and MIS 7c, 365,000 years, or nine obliquity cycles, during which five interglacials take place, four of 
them separated by 82 kyr and one by 41 kyr. The average spacing of interglacials would then be 73 kyr, 
very close to the average value of 72.7 kyr for the entire series. Interglacials would take place every 1.8 
obliquity cycles, although the cycle is irregular, as the existence of short and long interglacials and the 
past glacial period lasting three obliquity cycles show.

Evidence that obliquity and not insolation sets the pacing of interglacials

The evidence that obliquity sets the pace of interglacials is so abundant and clear; I am very 
surprised by the general failure to recognize it, even by scientists and people that have looked at the 
data in detail. Since Milankovitch proposed that the pace of interglacials was set by changes in insolation
forcing caused by orbital variations, the belief in the climatic effect of summer insolation variations at 
65°N is deeply ingrained. It is questioned by few, and reminds us of other hypotheses that are taken as 
fact without solid evidence. Let's review the evidence in favor of obliquity:

a) Glacial cycles were indeed governed by the 41 kyr obliquity cycle for most of the Quaternary Ice 
Age prior to the mid-Pleistocene transition (figures 2 and 6), and the 23 kyr and 100 kyr cycles were 



nowhere to be seen in that period. The simplest “Occam's razor” explanation is that obliquity does the 
job.

b) Throughout the Pleistocene, Earth has been cooling down progressively (figure 2). The cooling of 
the planet reached a point at around 1.5 million years ago when some interglacials started to be affected 
and did not reach what we consider interglacial temperatures, so we do not consider them to be 
interglacials and do not assign them numbers in the MIS sequence (figure 6, asterisks). However, the 
Mid-Pleistocene Transition did not involve any change in insolation, or orbital cycles, so proponents of 
the 100 kyr-Insolation Milankovitch Hypothesis are at odds to explain how an obliquity cycle turned into 
an eccentricity cycle.

Figure 6. Pleistocene temperature proxy record. δ18O isotopic record from LR04 stack of 53 benthic cores from all over the 
world shows that from about 1.5 million years ago some interglacials continued reaching the previous average temperature (red
line), while others show a decreasing trend in interglacial average temperature (blue line), and are not considered interglacials. 
Periods of higher temperature more recent than MIS 23 that did not reach interglacial levels are usually not assigned an MIS 
number (asterisks). Source: Lisiecky and Raymo, 2005.

The most interesting question is not why some obliquity induced periods of warming fail to reach
what we consider interglacial temperatures, but why some still manage to reach them given the cooling 
of the planet.

c) Although precessional changes greatly affect the amount of insolation during a three-month 
period, that change is quickly averaged over the following three months, leaving total annual radiation 
unchanged. By contrast obliquity changes add a significant amount of warming at high latitudes year 
after year over a period of thousands of years and can have an enormous cumulative effect (figure 7). 
The temperature proxy record clearly shows temperatures decreasing during periods of low obliquity 
(yellow at mid-latitudes in figure 7), and increasing during periods of high obliquity (blue at mid-latitudes 
in figure 7).

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/General/occam.html


Figure 7. Annual insolation changes at high latitudes and the symmetry problem. Changes in annual insolation by latitude 
and time are shown in a colored scale. They are essentially due to changes in obliquity (blue sinusoidal curve), since changes in 
insolation by precession are averaged between seasons within the same year. The high latitude persistent changes in insolation 
last for thousands of years and correspond quite well to changes of temperature in Antarctica, shown as a blue line overlay. 
Glacial-interglacial cycles show symmetric temperature responses in both hemispheres. As we can see Antarctic temperatures 
respond with warming despite 65°N summer insolation increases corresponding to 65°S summer insolation decreases. Source:
Steve Carson. The science of Doom.

d) Summer insolation is dominated by the 23 kyr precession cycle. When a frequency analysis is 
performed on both the insolation calculated data and on temperature proxy data only a very small 
response from temperatures to insolation is detected (figure 8). The only consistent response between 
both insolation and temperature data is given by obliquity. Not only is there no significant signal for a 23 
kyr cycle in the data, but if 65°N summer insolation is so important it becomes difficult to explain why it 
sometimes has a huge effect on temperatures and at other times it has almost no effect.

http://scienceofdoom.com/2014/01/


Figure 8. Disparity between calculations from Milankovitch theory and data from observations. A Gabor transform is a 
windowed time-frequency Fourier analysis. When applied to the 65°N summer insolation calculations from the orbit of the Earth 
during the last 800 kyr it shows the main contributors to that signal thought to be responsible for glacial terminations. The main 
contributor is the 23 kyr period, followed by the 18 kyr period, both from precession cycles, followed by the less intense 41 kyr
period from obliquity cycles. When the same analysis is performed over the temperature data from observations (Epica Dome C 
ice core record), we can see that the temperature of the Earth barely responds to precession, as the band at 23 kyr is very 
tenuous. Instead we see obliquity bands at 41 and 83 kyr (double harmonic) and the prominent band at 100 kyr, that cannot be 
the eccentricity, since it is missing what should be an even stronger band at 413 kyr. Source: John Baez.

e) When six interglacials of the past 800 kyr that display a similar duration, plus the Holocene, are 
aligned by temperature, their obliquity graphs also align (figure 9). The change in obliquity and 
temperatures is in phase with a delay. However, the same is not true for their insolation pattern, that 
displays more variability (figure 10). This variability underscores that for MIS 7c, MIS 5, and MIS 15c 
insolation could not have driven glacial termination. In the first interglacial insolation was too early and 
the last two it was too late (see the stage 5 problem above).

Figure 9. Interglacial alignment with obliquity. Interglacials MIS 1, 5, 7c, 9, 15a, 15c, and 19 were aligned by temperature. 
Their obliquities also display a significant degree of synchronization. Obliquity bottoms 20 to 15,000 years before the start of the 
interglacial. The warming in Antarctica starts about 10,000 years later, and proceeds so fast that interglacial average 
temperatures are reached by the time obliquity peaks about 19,000 years after it started rising. The interglacial comes to an end 
with a delay of about 5,000 years over the falling obliquity. Sources: EPICA Dome C, Jouzel, J., et al. 2007. Astronomical data, 
Laskar, J., et al. 2004.

https://johncarlosbaez.wordpress.com/2013/01/30/milankovich-vs-the-ice-ages/


Figure 10. Interglacial alignment with 65° N summer insolation. Same as figure 9 for northern summer insolation. Although 
insolation also has a tendency to align indicating that interglacials cannot take place if insolation is working in the opposite 
direction, the spread is clearly higher in this case. Insolation for MIS 7c came too early and for MIS 15c and MIS 5 too late to be 
held responsible for driving interglacial warming.

f) Average duration of MIS 5, 7c, 9, 15a, 15c, and 19 interglacials measured at the -3° C anomaly in 
the EPICA data is ~ 18,000 years. Average duration of the up swing of the obliquity cycle at 23.5° is ~ 
18,000 years. Average duration of the northern summer insolation cycle at 500 W/m2 is ~ 11,000 years. 
Interglacials tend to last the same as the obliquity cycle but shifted 4-6,000 years due to the Earth's 
thermal inertia. It is the same reason that makes the yearly temperature cycle follow the seasonal 
insolation cycle with about a 1.5 month delay.

Evidence from interglacial pacing, temperature response to obliquity, temperature-obliquity 
alignment, and interglacial average duration clearly indicates that, in general, interglacials respond 
primarily to the obliquity cycle as they have always done and still do. Despite a general consensus 
ignoring what the data clearly indicates, some authors have realized this fact and are proposing 
hypotheses where obliquity is responsible for the glacial cycle (figure 11. Huybers and Wunch, 2005; 
Huybers, 2007; Liu et al., 2008).



Figure 11. A simple stochastic model of glacial-interglacial cycles based on obliquity. Huybers and Wunch, 2005, could 
not statistically reject the null hypothesis that glacial terminations are not caused by precession or eccentricity, but rejected that 
they were not caused by obliquity. They developed a model based only on obliquity that reproduced the pacing observed. Left, 
A run of the model. Right, frequency histogram of the glacial duration of multiple runs of the model showing the duration of the 
past 6 glacial periods as black triangles. Source: Huybers and Wunch, 2005.

The hypothesis that obliquity drives the glacial cycle solves most of the problems of Milankovitch 
Theory. The 100 kyr problem is solved because there is no 100 kyr cycle, just a 41 kyr cycle that skips 
one or two beats. And it solves the 41 kyr problem for similar reasons. It solves the causality problem 
because now glacial terminations usually start at the bottom of the obliquity cycle and therefore MIS 5 
termination is well underway at 135 kyr BP when 65°N summer insolation is still too low. It also solves 
the lack of asymmetry in the polar response, as the obliquity cycle is symmetrical in both poles.

Interglacial determination in the Late Pleistocene

Knowing that obliquity is the main factor in enabling and pacing interglacials also in the Late 
Pleistocene, we can analyze the data to see which other factors contribute to determine when an 
interglacial should start. Interglacials take place after a period of increasing obliquity, and there have 
been 24 such windows of opportunity during the past million years, producing 13 interglacials and 11 
obliquity cycles without an interglacial. Figure 12 shows those windows of opportunity (numbers on top) 
with red bars for the successful ones and blue bars for the unsuccessful. Two factors can be identified 
as being important. The first one is 65°N summer insolation above 520 W/m2 at the second half of the 
opportunity window (above the red line, red and green circles in the insolation panel of figure 12), and 
the second one is temperatures at or below those equivalent to 4.55 ‰ δ18O or above at the first half of 
the opportunity window (below the blue line, red circles in the temperature panel of figure 12).

When temperatures are high at the start of the window of opportunity and insolation does not reach
520 W/m2 towards the end, the interglacial does not take place despite increasing obliquity. When one of 
the conditions is right but the other is not, the best prediction is given by the low temperature condition, 
as most of the time a low enough temperature at the start of the rising obliquity drives an interglacial 
even if insolation is not high towards the end of the rising obliquity. High insolation at the end of the 
obliquity window alone does not result in an interglacial unless it is extremely high, above 550 W/m2, and 
this only happens when eccentricity is very high, 200, 600 and 1000 kyr ago (green circles and green 
numbers in figure 12). This is the likely reason why interglacials have a reduced spacing of one obliquity 
cycle (41 kyr) at times of peak eccentricity, as in the case of MIS 15a/MIS 15c and MIS 7c/MIS 7e.

https://www.seas.harvard.edu/climate/eli/research/equable/isotope.html


Figure 12. A simple model of interglacial determination based on obliquity, insolation, and temperatures. Top, A window 
of opportunity takes place every time obliquity increases, marked with a colored bar, red when an interglacial results and blue 
when not. Middle, Insolation is proposed to promote interglacial conditions when above the red dashed line at 520 Wm2, during 
the second half of the window (red circles), or directly result in an interglacial when above the green dashed line at 550 W/m2

(green circles). Bottom, Low temperatures are proposed to promote interglacial conditions when below the blue dashed line at 
4.55 ‰ δ18O during the first half of the obliquity window (red circles). Numbers on top are periods of increasing obliquity with red 
numbers indicating an interglacial produced by favorable conditions (red circles), blue numbers indicate an interglacial was not 
produced due to unfavorable conditions (blue circles), and green numbers indicate interglacials produced by very high insolation 
despite unfavorable temperatures (green circles). MIS 13 (window 13) cannot be explained by this model, thus the question 
mark.

MIS 13 cannot be explained in terms of insolation and initial temperature conditions like the rest of 
interglacials. It is a very atypical interglacial. Temperatures were very high at the start of the obliquity 
increase, so instead of a rapid warming driven by strong feedbacks, its warming is progressive and 
relatively slow. It does not align with the rest due to its unusual temperature profile, complicating our 
analysis. It looks like a failed interglacial with a big temperature spike towards the end.

The low temperature factor at the start of the obliquity increase is clearly a proxy for strong feedback 
factors that operate more strongly when temperatures are very low. Among the known factors are:

- Reduction of ice-albedo
- Increased melting of ice
- Rising sea levels
- Increase in dust
- Increase in greenhouse gases

The effect of the temperature decrease during a glacial period prior to the next obliquity cycle has 
the effect of pulling a spring. The stronger it is pulled, the stronger and faster it will go in the opposite 
direction when released. This spring acts as a negative feedback to further cooling, and its existence 
could be inferred from the narrow thermal regulation of the planet during at least the past 560 million 
years. It is what allows interglacials to take place during this very cold period of the planet, as otherwise 
for the last 1.5 million years the planet would have been locked in a permanent glacial period only 



interrupted by interglacials every 400 kyr, at the peak of eccentricity. It is possible that there wouldn't be 
humans in that planet as conditions are already too close to CO2 starvation for plants during glacial 
maxima. Only the arrival of the occasional interglacial prevents further cooling.

When obliquity starts rising during a glacial period it starts moving energy little by little from tropical 
to polar areas. Its effects on global average temperatures are not noticeable for many thousands of 
years. If the planet is very cold, with a great portion of the water in huge ice sheets over continents and 
continental shelves then powerful feedbacks will start. Temperatures will rise after about ten thousand 
years of increasing energy transfer to higher latitudes and warming will accelerate. It is at about this time 
when rising precessional insolation during the summer in the northern hemisphere will start contributing 
to the undergoing melting of the northern ice sheets. The contribution of feedback factors and northern 
summer insolation is what allows the Earth, every 1.8 obliquity cycles, to overcome the cold inertia of the 
planet. It is an additive process where obliquity sets the pace, and is helped by feedback factors and
northern summer insolation. If one of these two is strong enough the other might be dispensed. The 
result is that every interglacial is different. It is the response to forces that assemble and come apart at 
different times and with different intensities.

An interglacial therefore can be predicted by knowing the temperature at the beginning of the 
obliquity cycle increase and the insolation conditions during the second half of the obliquity increase. As 
temperatures usually require more than one obliquity cycle to get low enough, that is the likely reason 
that interglacial spacing is close to two obliquity cycles. It is very unlikely therefore that a new interglacial 
will take place in 30,000 years, and more probable that it will take place in 70,000 years. In fact, an 
interglacial should have started 50,000 years ago, and we should not be in an interglacial now, but 
despite low enough temperatures (figure 12 number 2), insolation was very low at the time and started 
decreasing when obliquity was still rising.

Interglacials of atypical duration and the likely length of the Holocene

Six interglacials out of the past ten during the last 800 kyr display a very similar temperature profile 
in EPICA Antarctic records (MIS 5, 7c, 9, 15a, 15c, 19). They show a fast increase in temperatures for 5-
7,000 years, followed by a temperature stabilization for about 5,000 more years, and then a slow 
temperature decline that accelerates with time for the next 10-12,000 years during which they lose two 
thirds or more of the temperature gained from the glacial maximum at the interglacial start. During the 
period of high temperatures (above -2° C anomaly), that lasts about 15,000 years, each interglacial 
presents a different temperature profile, highlighting interglacial uniqueness.

After aligning them, I have averaged the temperatures and obliquity of those six interglacials, and 
the insolation profile of five of them. MIS 7c presents a very deviant insolation profile that would 
significantly alter the average of the rest, so it was not included. The result is an average interglacial that 
we can compare to the two interglacials that display a very different duration, the short interglacial MIS 
7e 244 kyr ago, and the long interglacial MIS 11 425 kyr ago (figure 13).



Figure 13. Comparison of atypical interglacials to the average interglacial. An average interglacial (grey curve and 1σ grey 
bands) was constructed from interglacials MIS 5, 7c, 9, 15a, 15c and 19, after aligning them at the specified date for each of 
them. The obliquity for all of them (grey sinusoid continuous line) and the insolation curves at 65° N 21st June for all but MIS 7c 
(grey dotted line) were also averaged. MIS 7e temperature, obliquity and insolation data are similarly plotted in blue, and MIS 11 
in red. Sources: EPICA Dome C, Jouzel, J., et al. 2007. Astronomical data, Laskar, J., et al. 2004.

MIS 7e started very late in the obliquity cycle because most of the time when obliquity was 
increasing, northern summer insolation was decreasing (figure 13). Under normal circumstances MIS 7e 
would have been a cycle without interglacial, however 250 kyr ago eccentricity was very high and rising 
quickly (figure 5), and when at the obliquity maximum, insolation started to increase strongly, 
temperatures responded triggering a delayed interglacial. But as soon as insolation peaked 242 kyr ago, 
the simultaneous falling of obliquity and insolation could not sustain the interglacial. MIS 7e started late 
because it was triggered by the insolation cycle due to high precession, but ended on schedule for the 
obliquity cycle and became a shortened interglacial.

MIS 11 was also started by precessional insolation before obliquity had a chance to increase, 
becoming an early interglacial (figure 13). But the reason is not the same as MIS 7e, as precession was 
actually very low 430 kyr ago. If the relatively small increase in insolation provided the signal for glacial 
termination, the strength of MIS 11 early warming appears to have been provided by very strong 
feedback factors, as temperatures before MIS 11 appear to have been extremely low, the second lowest 
in the entire 5 million year LR04 benthic stack proxy (figure 12). MIS 11 became such long interglacial 
because it increased temperatures in three steps. The first step triggered by rising insolation and strong 
feedback response ended early when insolation peaked 244 kyr ago. But then rising obliquity provided 
the impetus for a second warming period, as insolation did not decrease much, that ended 235 kyr ago 
when obliquity peaked. Then a third warming step took place caused by a second insolation peak 226 
kyr ago. The three warming steps responsible for the extraordinary duration of MIS 11 are clearly 
detected in the temperature record (see figures 5 and 13) and give MIS 11 the opposite temperature 
profile to most interglacials since it evolves from lower to higher temperatures. It is the interglacial with 



highest temperatures for the longest time despite occurring at a time of low eccentricity. Given the high 
increase in energy and the normal thermal inertia of the planet, its decline was also a very long one,
despite being more pronounced than the average decline (figure 13).

Since both MIS 7e and MIS 11 were atypical interglacials and the product of very special 
circumstances, it is clear that scientists claiming that MIS 11 is a good analogy for the Holocene have 
not carefully examined the data, and are trying to make a rule out of an exception. Alignment of MIS 1 
with the average interglacial shows that the Holocene is just another average interglacial (figure 14). 
The Holocene temperature profile is within one standard deviation of the average. Its obliquity profile 
exactly matches the average obliquity profile, and its insolation profile is slightly ahead of the average, 
but well within the variability for this parameter. The characteristics of the Holocene are a colder starting 
point because the glacial period that preceded it was the longest on record and the presence of the 
Younger Dryas, a hiccup in the fast warming phase of unknown origin. Although I recently proposed that 
a low in the ~ 2400 yr Bray solar cycle at a sensitive time might have contributed to it (Javier, 2016). Its
colder start, slightly earlier increase in northern summer insolation, and the Younger Dryas explain why 
the Holocene has not been as warm as the Eemian.

Figure 14. Holocene comparison to the average interglacial. The average interglacial described in figure 13 (grey curve and 
1σ grey bands) and the average obliquity (grey sinusoid continuous line) and insolation at 65°N on 21 June (grey dotted line) 
are compared to Holocene temperature (smoothed, black curve), obliquity (black sinusoid continuous line), and insolation (black 
dotted line).

The conclusions drawn by comparing the Holocene to the average interglacial are the same as 
those obtained by comparing it to its closest astronomical analog, MIS 19 (Pol et al., 2010; Tzedakis et 
al., 2012). MIS 19 was an interglacial that was at the same “Milankovitch point” as our Holocene 
interglacial 777 kyr ago. It has an almost identical astronomical signature (figure 15), with the same low 
eccentricity and the same coincident peaks of precession and obliquity. The comparison suggests that 

https://judithcurry.com/2016/09/20/impact-of-the-2400-yr-solar-cycle-on-climate-and-human-societies/


the descent into the next glacial should start in about 1,500 years (Tzedakis et al., 2012). Notice also the 
natural warming events, known as AIM (Antarctic Isotope Maxima), that took place on a millennial scale.

Figure 15. Detailed comparison of the Holocene and MIS 19. a) δD (‰) temperature proxy of Holocene (red); b) MIS 19 δD 
(‰) mean signal (black). In panels a) and b) the thin dashed horizontal lines correspond to the present-day (last millennium 
average) δD levels; e) Eccentricity (dashed, right axis) and North Hemispheric 21 June insolation (solid, left axis); f) Climatic 
precession parameter (dashed, right axis), inverted, and finally obliquity (°, solid, left axis). AIM, Antarctic Isotope Maxima, a 
warm event. ACR Antarctic Cold Reversal. Source: Pol, K. et al., 2010.

Once the present short warming interval ends, the Holocene should continue its temperature 
descent and an increase in northern summer insolation in the next several thousands of years should 
not significantly alter this decline as it has not done so in the past (figure 10). To my knowledge no 
decaying interglacial has been revived this late in the obliquity cycle regardless of the amount of 
northern summer insolation. Therefore, there is no astronomical reason to expect that the Holocene 
should be a long interglacial, and humankind must wait for another obliquity cycle, probably the one after 
next, in 70,000 years, to have another chance at being scared by global warming.

Role of obliquity in the glacial cycle

Most scientific authors publishing on the glacial cycle have focused on local conditions to try to 
explain it. Insolation, albedo changes, and dust deposition are supposed to act maximally at a certain 
latitude at the edge of the ice sheet. Solving the glacial cycle however may require out of the box 



thinking. Raymo and Nisancioglu (2003) have proposed a "gradient hypothesis" to explain the role of 
obliquity during the Early Pleistocene. Orbital data indicates that the insolation gradient also changes in 
anti-phase with obliquity (figure 16). The insolation gradient is largely responsible for the equato-polar 
thermal gradient, that is widely believed to be the engine that drives heat and humidity transport from the 
equator to the poles through oceanic currents and the atmospheric circulation.

Figure 16. Obliquity comparison to the insolation gradient. Insolation gradient curve (red) is the difference in summer half-
year insolation between 25° and 70°N insolation. Minima in insolation gradient correspond to maximum obliquity (black). 
Source: M. E. Raymo & K. Nisancioglu, 2003.

The gradient hypothesis proposes that as obliquity and polar insolation increase, the insolation 
gradient decreases (figure 16). This would have the double effect of keeping more heat in the planet
from being lost at the poles through radiation, and reducing the moisture poleward transport that feeds 
the ice sheets. The opposite effect would take place when obliquity decreases at the end of an 
interglacial. Within this hypothesis the tropics, with their huge thermal and moisture capacity, become 
principal agents in the formation and waning of ice sheets orchestrated by obliquity changes, while local 
factors like latitudinal insolation, albedo, and dust are important secondary players that sometimes 
become decisive.

Raymo and Nisancioglu (2003) have failed to extend their hypothesis to the Late Pleistocene, but 
there is no reason why the mechanisms involved should have changed at the Mid-Pleistocene 
Transition.

Role of CO2 in the glacial cycle

As evidence shows, authors that predict an unusually long interglacial continuing for 20 to 50 kyr
longer (Loutre and Berger, 2000), based on 65°N summer insolation are mistaken. Astronomical data 
does not support a long interglacial. MIS 11 is the only example of a long interglacial in the Late 
Pleistocene (last 800 kyr), and has a unique astronomical configuration as shown above (figure 13).

Other authors however propose a long interglacial of 500 kyr (Archer and Ganopolski, 2005), 
tempered in a later article to just 100 kyr (Ganopolski et al., 2016), based on CO2 levels. The difference 
of half an order of magnitude in their calculations attests to the level of uncertainty in their estimates. 
Tomorrow may well be a date for the next glacial inception, as it is within their uncertainty bounds. But, 
the first thing they must do is to demonstrate that CO2 plays a significant role in the glacial cycle.

CO2 is no doubt one of the several feedbacks that must act on the glacial cycle, as CO2 levels 
increase with the warming of glacial terminations and decrease with the cooling of glacial inceptions. 
However, we must remember that CO2 is a positive feedback as it acts in the direction of the change in 
temperatures. The glacial cycle is clearly dominated by negative feedbacks that constrain temperature 
variations and as we have seen warming is faster with a colder starting temperature. This effect is clearly 
illustrated in figure 12 where the biggest warming responses belong to the coldest starting points, 
instead of being proportional to the amount of insolation increase.

Regarding CO2, we are confronted by an interesting paradox. We know from ice core measurements 
that glacial termination I (the closest to us 15 kyr ago) involved a change in CO2 atmospheric 
concentrations from 190 ppm to 265 ppm, an increase of 75 ppm. Concurrently the temperature 



increased globally by an estimated 4-5°C (von Deimling et al., 2006; Annan and Hargreaves 2013). The 
defenders of CO2 as a main factor in climate change have developed the hypothesis that CO2 was 
largely responsible for the warming at the end of glacial periods once the astronomical signal initiated 
the warming. But if CO2 carried out most of the warming, that means that at the very least more than 2°C 
of the warming was caused by the increase in CO2.

A simple calculation tells us that the rise from 190 to 265 ppm is 48% of a doubling of the 
temperature effect. This is true because we are dealing with a logarithmic scale, (ln(265)-
ln(190))/(ln(190×2)-ln(190))=0.48). So 48% of a doubling produced at least 2°C of warming between 15-
10 kyr ago. The rise from preindustrial to current levels of CO2 (280 to 400 ppm, or 120 ppm) constitutes 
51% of a doubling of the temperature effect. That is (ln(400)-ln(280))/(ln(280×2)-ln(280))=0.51. Yet, if 
CO2 is responsible for 100% of modern warming, why has it produced only a 0.8°C increase (HadCRUT4 
1850-2014)? Something is not right. 15 kyr ago half a doubling of CO2 would have resulted in at least 
half of 4-5°C of global warming, but now it produces only 0.8°C of warming? Therefore, if our knowledge 
of past CO2 levels is correct, and the hypothesis that CO2 was responsible for most of the warming at 
glacial termination is correct, 15 kyr ago CO2 was three times more potent than now.

There is no way to reconcile the disparity that was already noticed by the late Marcel Leroux in his 
2005 book "Global Warming - Myth or Reality?: The Erring Ways of Climatology." So either we accept, 
based on current data, that CO2 had a very minor role during the Ice Age, responsible for, at most, one 
sixth of the warming at terminations, and therefore conclude that CO2 is not the important climate factor 
that many think, or we start thinking, based on ice core data, that in the last 60 years the world has 
plunged into a precipitous fall into glacial conditions but the severe cooling is being prevented by our 
timely production of CO2.

Some might prefer to ignore the available evidence and declare that the current CO2 increase is 
going to be as potent as the increase 15 kyr ago. They might claim that the warming effect of CO2 will 
occur in the next few centuries and therefore our current levels of CO2 are going to produce no less than 
1.7°C of warming (i.e. an equilibrium climate sensitivity of ~ 5). There is no evidence to support this 
belief. In fact, there is ample evidence against it:

- The continued removal of anthropogenic CO2 via increasingly robust carbon sinks. The more we 
produce, the more is removed from the atmosphere. An increasing removal rate works against a 
hypothesized high warming commitment from current CO2 levels.

- The lack of evidence for a climate sensitivity as high as 5. Most experimentally deduced values for 
equilibrium climate sensitivity are between 1.5 and 2.5, less than half of the rate required for the claimed 
role of CO2 in deglaciation.

- The lack of a significant increase in the rate of warming during the last century. If we had actually 
increased the committed warming significantly, the rate of warming should have increased 
proportionally, but that is not what has been observed (figure 17).

https://www.amazon.com/Global-Warming-Reality-Climatology-Springer/dp/354023909X/


Figure 17. Measure of the rate of warming. Despite a great increase in the amount of CO2 released by humankind to the
atmosphere since the 1950s, the rate of warming does not show much of an increase for the past 120 years. This is quite strong 
evidence that there cannot be a lot of committed warming accumulating every year for the past seven decades, as its 
cumulative effect is not noticeable in the rate of warming. Source: UK Met Office through the BBC.

- The existence of long periods (decades) with little or no warming should be highly unlikely if we had 
actually accumulated a huge amount of committed warming.

The only reasonable way to reconcile the disparity in CO2 increases and temperature increases 
between glacial termination I and the current warming is to conclude that CO2 had a minor role in glacial 
termination. Further, it is reasonable to expect it will have a minor role in the next glacial inception. The 
greenhouse theory of paleoclimatology suffers an important blow, along with our confidence that high 
CO2 levels can protect humankind from glacial inception.

Conclusions

1) Obliquity is the main factor driving the glacial-interglacial cycle. Precession, eccentricity and 
65°N summer insolation play a secondary role. There is no 100 kyr cycle. Milankovitch Theory is 
incorrect.

2) The current pacing of interglacial periods is the consequence of the Earth being in a very cold 
state that prevents almost half of obliquity cycles from successfully emerging from glacial conditions. The 
rate for the past million years has been 72.7 kyr/interglacial, or 1.8 obliquity cycles between interglacials.
This can be generally described as one interglacial every two obliquity cycles except when close to the 
413 kyr eccentricity peaks, when interglacials take place at every obliquity cycle.

3) Glacial terminations require, in addition to rising obliquity, the existence of very strong feedback 
factors manifested as very low glacial maximum temperatures. High northern summer insolation at the 
second half of the rising obliquity period is a positive factor, and if high enough during eccentricity peaks 
can drive the termination process.

4) CO2 can only produce a minor effect in glacial terminations since the measured change in 
concentration (roughly a third of a doubling which represents half of the warming effect of a doubling) is 
too small to account for any important contribution to the large observed temperature changes.

http://ichef-1.bbci.co.uk/news/624/media/images/70025000/gif/_70025899_pause.gif


5) Since the precession cycle has bottomed and the obliquity cycle is half way down we should 
expect the next glacial inception to take place within the next two millennia.
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Nature Unbound I - The Glacial cycle.
Methods and Data

1. Data origin

1A. EPICA DOME C Deuterium data
Downloaded from:
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/paleo/icecore/antarctica/epica_domec/edc3deuttemp2007.txt

1B. LR04 Stack Oxigen isotope data
Downloaded from:
http://www.lorraine-lisiecki.com/LR04stack.txt

1C. Astronomical data from Laskar 2004 solution
Downloaded as the output from the web interface at:
http://vo.imcce.fr/insola/earth/online/earth/online/
With the following settings:
starting time -1 Myr 
ending time 0 Myr 
sampling step 1000 Years
solar constant 1368 W/m2
With eccentricity, climatic precession, obliquity, and insolation marked
With mean daily insolation / mean longitude marked
With latitude on the Earth 65 degrees
With true/mean longitude 90 degrees

2. Alignment of interglacials by start time.

For MIS 1, 5, 7e, 9, 11,  the zero date was considered when temperatures reached 0° Anomaly during the fast 
ramp up.

For MIS 7c,  13, 15c, 15a, 17, 19 the highest value at the end of the fast ramp was extrapolated to the 
average of MIS 1, 5, 7e, and 9, and the time for the average to reach 0° from that temperature value was added 
to calculate the zero date.

The resulting dates are in a very close agreement with the dates given by 
Varga, G. (2015). Changing nature of Pleistocene interglacials–is it recorded by paleosoils in Hungary 
(Central Europe)?. Hungarian Geographical Bulletin, 64(4). In his Figure  1b for EPICA Dome C data. Use of 
Varga’s dates does not significantly alter the results, giving confidence in the alignment presented here.

3. Calculation of an average interglacial.

An average interglacial temperature was calculated from MIS 5, 7c, 9, 15a, 15c and 19. MIS 5 was smoothed 
by linear interpolation to 401 data points using the program Abscissa for Mac OS X to reduce data noise due to 
a higher frequency of sampling.
Data for every interglacial between +25,000 years and -40,000 years of the determined start date was then 
interpolated to a data point every 200 years starting at -40,000 years using the following Excel formula:
=FORECAST(NewX,OFFSET(KnownY,MATCH(NewX,KnownX,1)-1,0,2),
OFFSET(KnownX,MATCH(NewX,KnownX,1)-1,0,2))
Average and Standard deviation where then calculated using the corresponding Excel functions.

An average interglacial obliquity and insolation was calculated directly on Excel from the Laskar 2004 output.

Final data is:

1



Average interglacial temperature

Relative Time MIS 5 MIS 7c MIS 9 MIS 15a MIS 15c MIS 19 Average St. Dev Avg+STD Avg-STD
-40000 -6.35084157 -7.683442011 -7.089724013 -7.525166667 -5.9 -8.620924956 -7.195016536 0.977911969 -6.217104567 -8.172928505
-39800 -5.380473836 -7.991050384 -6.605576113 -7.491833333 -5.857063197 -8.624415358 -6.99173537 1.260724875 -5.731010495 -8.252460246
-39600 -5.796281588 -7.563599706 -6.020245521 -7.461354515 -5.801301115 -8.627905759 -6.878448034 1.177935174 -5.70051286 -8.056383208
-39400 -5.385450156 -7.827444976 -5.044468554 -7.491454849 -5.761177645 -8.638406305 -6.691400414 1.483557974 -5.20784244 -8.174958388
-39200 -5.790076279 -8.385535168 -5.716949533 -7.521555184 -5.900898204 -8.659422067 -6.995739406 1.361136206 -5.634603199 -8.356875612
-39000 -4.272289929 -8.871854397 -6.033897632 -7.547796327 -6.040618762 -8.680437828 -6.907815813 1.781626887 -5.126188925 -8.6894427
-38800 -5.237317552 -8.956588666 -6.570992097 -7.507729549 -5.961089109 -8.672196007 -7.150985497 1.491034628 -5.659950869 -8.642020124
-38600 -5.148012435 -8.531649776 -6.982794181 -7.467662771 -5.71950495 -8.639528131 -7.081525374 1.434061033 -5.647464341 -8.515586407
-38400 -5.237207448 -8.784978524 -7.140229996 -7.427 -5.509397363 -8.606860254 -7.117612264 1.497763639 -5.619848625 -8.615375903
-38200 -5.366273984 -8.28 -7.502254023 -7.377 -5.897344633 -8.554937611 -7.162968375 1.27876319 -5.884205185 -8.441731565
-38000 -4.932814407 -8.150355869 -7.967110925 -7.327 -6.285291902 -8.497896613 -7.193411619 1.354168457 -5.839243163 -8.547580076
-37800 -4.549002643 -6.869343365 -7.361706347 -7.276357504 -6.552339181 -8.440855615 -6.841600776 1.292871794 -5.548728982 -8.13447257
-37600 -4.264306571 -5.863742282 -7.806438374 -7.215649241 -6.634210526 -8.398010657 -6.697059609 1.483883151 -5.213176457 -8.18094276
-37400 -4.55987449 -6.816183891 -7.625185137 -7.154940978 -6.716081871 -8.355381883 -6.871274708 1.282272387 -5.589002321 -8.153547096
-37200 -4.039138341 -6.882061069 -7.260974276 -7.104562607 -6.554368601 -8.331007194 -6.695352015 1.433384623 -5.261967391 -8.128736638
-37000 -4.513516334 -5.853097262 -7.208779101 -7.152590051 -6.342764505 -8.395755396 -6.577750441 1.332304983 -5.245445459 -7.910055424
-36800 -5.756463742 -5.409163606 -6.916000374 -7.200617496 -6.13116041 -8.460503597 -6.645651537 1.118840665 -5.526810872 -7.764492202
-36600 -2.848702304 -5.871376535 -6.606986854 -7.246711864 -5.823846154 -8.511223022 -6.151474455 1.901028609 -4.250445846 -8.052503064
-36400 -3.519232954 -6.542282393 -6.45907171 -7.284 -5.505897436 -8.54 -6.308414082 1.69898205 -4.609432032 -8.007396132
-36200 -4.442565787 -6.005456939 -6.48470254 -7.321288136 -5.187948718 -8.568776978 -6.335123183 1.482603599 -4.852519584 -7.817726782
-36000 -4.918802193 -6.93619152 -6.605790774 -7.372420168 -4.989424084 -8.582218182 -6.567474487 1.417950176 -5.149524311 -7.985424662
-35800 -4.564378752 -7.298771065 -6.364394019 -7.46989916 -4.793961606 -8.585854545 -6.512876524 1.587710273 -4.925166252 -8.100586797
-35600 -4.152923671 -8.241092905 -5.95120002 -7.567378151 -4.596604478 -8.589490909 -6.516448356 1.895674699 -4.620773657 -8.412123054
-35400 -3.803254776 -8.192271857 -5.770897885 -7.681034483 -4.38391791 -8.53797153 -6.394891407 2.031132475 -4.363758932 -8.426023882
-35200 -4.34364792 -8.699794077 -5.335979661 -7.841954023 -4.171231343 -8.47747331 -6.478346722 2.096448577 -4.381898145 -8.574795299
-35000 -3.756952617 -8.151265792 -5.329873657 -8.002873563 -3.955 -8.419124343 -6.269181662 2.178036404 -4.091145258 -8.447218066
-34800 -4.7824261 -8.418645498 -6.103992254 -8.129310345 -3.734069767 -8.401611208 -6.595009195 2.032489594 -4.562519602 -8.627498789
-34600 -4.390864498 -8.121681637 -6.425932695 -8.126026273 -3.513139535 -8.384098074 -6.493623785 2.107067553 -4.386556233 -8.600691338
-34400 -4.231240449 -8.199903643 -6.798922122 -8.1227422 -3.476646943 -8.361228374 -6.531780622 2.16140527 -4.370375352 -8.693185891
-34200 -4.164675334 -8.6398411 -7.318771499 -8.121067961 -3.47270217 -8.316245675 -6.67221729 2.26345917 -4.40875812 -8.93567646
-34000 -4.752806708 -9.003713721 -7.547734429 -8.127540453 -3.669916493 -8.271262976 -6.895495797 2.157598007 -4.73789779 -9.053093803
-33800 -4.889956011 -8.317534906 -7.061446085 -8.134012945 -4.304572025 -8.211455806 -6.81982963 1.789756062 -5.030073568 -8.609585692
-33600 -4.226642208 -8.368006833 -7.067642762 -8.134426494 -4.939227557 -8.117868284 -6.808969023 1.796213278 -5.012755745 -8.605182301
-33400 -4.272717009 -8.86809713 -7.014190646 -8.060113086 -5.342824742 -8.024280763 -6.930370563 1.778661963 -5.151708599 -8.709032526
-33200 -4.813299128 -8.420437981 -6.128716654 -7.985799677 -5.726329897 -7.944109589 -6.836448821 1.475352497 -5.361096324 -8.311801318
-33000 -4.507103845 -9.064624131 -6.169486838 -7.911486268 -5.877647059 -7.882465753 -6.902135649 1.672047889 -5.23008776 -8.574183538
-32800 -4.501676763 -8.715830884 -6.350831497 -7.667458194 -5.792085561 -7.820821918 -6.80811747 1.546900597 -5.261216873 -8.355018067
-32600 -4.85902986 -8.976450584 -6.200187922 -7.419966555 -5.706524064 -7.747337884 -6.818249478 1.505959874 -5.312289604 -8.324209353
-32400 -4.551037168 -8.128629405 -5.828678225 -7.172474916 -5.594313725 -7.662013652 -6.489524515 1.380121027 -5.109403489 -7.869645542
-32200 -5.725566685 -8.436664016 -5.39929866 -7.042610294 -5.470130719 -7.57668942 -6.608493299 1.26535765 -5.343135649 -7.873850949
-32000 -4.809603858 -8.812485054 -5.637180978 -6.913933824 -5.345947712 -7.478064516 -6.49953599 1.510580664 -4.988955327 -8.010116654
-31800 -4.1297483 -8.81770229 -5.070038329 -6.855393258 -5.256551724 -7.369405772 -6.249806612 1.737088449 -4.512718163 -7.986895061
-31600 -5.200484723 -8.900107656 -5.226555573 -6.986479401 -5.187586207 -7.260747029 -6.460326765 1.523108784 -4.93721798 -7.983435549
-31400 -4.523625395 -8.530760032 -5.179194576 -7.117565543 -5.11862069 -7.012735043 -6.247083546 1.545526621 -4.701556925 -7.792610168
-31200 -4.421727959 -9.243015046 -5.343691814 -7.17669145 -4.997684391 -6.681111111 -6.310653628 1.772735022 -4.537918606 -8.08338865
-31000 -4.552713112 -8.940889139 -5.223050108 -7.187843866 -4.839879931 -6.349487179 -6.182310556 1.674914295 -4.507396261 -7.857224851
-30800 -4.520056776 -8.351543711 -4.879243959 -7.198996283 -4.682075472 -6.069897084 -5.950302214 1.558246925 -4.392055289 -7.508549139
-30600 -4.071762758 -8.414288912 -5.256474426 -7.066075472 -4.55959322 -5.812607204 -5.863466999 1.626915928 -4.236551071 -7.490382927
-30400 -4.861495351 -9.001988871 -4.668590538 -6.91890566 -4.454508475 -5.555317324 -5.91013437 1.758579002 -4.151555368 -7.668713372
-30200 -4.182449146 -8.58287368 -3.978602873 -6.741282051 -4.349423729 -5.388440208 -5.537178615 1.812371848 -3.724806767 -7.349550462
-30000 -4.327172305 -9.109475231 -4.329271864 -6.476982249 -4.21040708 -5.246325823 -5.616605759 1.917016119 -3.69958964 -7.533621877
-29800 -4.475498533 -8.503889782 -4.879793618 -6.212682446 -4.05819469 -5.104211438 -5.539045085 1.624304979 -3.914740105 -7.163350064
-29600 -4.632900696 -7.873642648 -5.360902134 -5.894710921 -3.905982301 -5.160260223 -5.47139982 1.357394067 -4.114005753 -6.828793888
-29400 -4.448207398 -8.078567639 -5.363097818 -5.556381156 -4.053568966 -5.238327138 -5.456358352 1.409000188 -4.047358164 -6.865358541
-29200 -5.191094293 -8.392310784 -5.286199097 -5.390865604 -4.236327586 -5.338934911 -5.639288713 1.415973687 -4.223315026 -7.055262399
-29000 -5.275661344 -8.290645672 -5.403668267 -5.495649203 -4.419086207 -5.52433925 -5.734841657 1.317982795 -4.416858863 -7.052824452
-28800 -5.372602932 -7.885508982 -6.207130135 -5.641073826 -4.783763441 -5.70974359 -5.933303818 1.06370033 -4.869603488 -6.997004148
-28600 -5.371687525 -7.79468789 -7.045423706 -5.954272931 -5.149354839 -5.852317073 -6.194623994 1.022625965 -5.171998029 -7.217249959
-28400 -5.391317109 -7.65873904 -7.416987061 -6.267472036 -5.50076661 -5.974268293 -6.368258358 0.963069517 -5.405188841 -7.331327875
-28200 -6.843174662 -7.369206363 -6.962340233 -6.362580645 -5.797189097 -6.099485714 -6.572329453 0.588030047 -5.984299406 -7.1603595
-28000 -6.942808725 -6.794912834 -6.780626173 -6.448602151 -6.093611584 -6.236628571 -6.549531673 0.341830855 -6.207700818 -6.891362528
-27800 -6.397463174 -6.716047029 -6.57990182 -6.608114035 -6.342701863 -6.373771429 -6.502999892 0.152240221 -6.35075967 -6.655240113
-27600 -6.217715566 -6.624567631 -6.416043146 -6.809868421 -6.463819876 -6.576438849 -6.518075582 0.201722744 -6.316352838 -6.719798326
-27400 -6.290332553 -5.605167265 -6.128339577 -6.843451883 -6.584937888 -6.824640288 -6.379478242 0.474600785 -5.904877457 -6.854079027
-27200 -4.786254413 -5.311861682 -5.716338028 -6.571485356 -6.696011396 -7.072841727 -6.025798767 0.892770978 -5.133027789 -6.918569745
-27000 -5.536940096 -4.588877285 -5.868406775 -6.299518828 -6.616239316 -7.161968912 -6.011991869 0.899086193 -5.112905675 -6.911078062
-26800 -5.216313182 -4.241761698 -5.934456702 -6.263681818 -6.536467236 -7.213782383 -5.90107717 1.047066511 -4.854010659 -6.948143681
-26600 -4.645099515 -5.654627637 -5.567466029 -6.236409091 -6.456695157 -7.265595855 -5.970982214 0.894791979 -5.076190235 -6.865774193
-26400 -4.145849935 -5.646725556 -5.479717004 -5.944447005 -6.297367742 -7.28814876 -5.800376 1.033935412 -4.766440588 -6.834311412
-26200 -5.625192317 -6.311013096 -5.751324707 -5.571175115 -6.070270968 -7.307983471 -6.106159946 0.652852096 -5.45330785 -6.759012041
-26000 -4.941552396 -6.159715302 -6.00057329 -5.314020356 -5.843174194 -7.327818182 -5.931142287 0.821661227 -5.10948106 -6.752803513
-25800 -4.942475335 -6.340555366 -6.149304851 -5.135903308 -5.616077419 -7.167940299 -5.892042763 0.830041433 -5.06200133 -6.722084196
-25600 -5.286994613 -6.11 -5.482282978 -4.939308511 -5.505525239 -6.985850746 -5.718327014 0.728552399 -4.989774615 -6.446879414
-25400 -4.881339958 -6.618194027 -5.739133635 -4.731861702 -5.453683492 -6.803761194 -5.704662335 0.863821499 -4.840840835 -6.568483834
-25200 -4.564284351 -6.495483384 -5.408776779 -4.61220339 -5.401841746 -6.573928058 -5.509419618 0.874697614 -4.634722004 -6.384117232
-25000 -3.829891327 -6.543411474 -5.953918324 -4.52180791 -5.35 -6.30342446 -5.417075582 1.064669358 -4.352406225 -6.48174494
-24800 -3.624025788 -7.356809979 -5.296749121 -4.246511628 -5.246551724 -6.032920863 -5.300594851 1.31827408 -3.98232077 -6.618868931
-24600 -4.74237945 -6.519803922 -5.193039496 -3.92681388 -5.143103448 -5.76841954 -5.215593289 0.882862321 -4.332730968 -6.098455611
-24400 -4.807606911 -7.209474992 -5.373776501 -3.49148265 -5.039655172 -5.590258621 -5.252042474 1.208549017 -4.043493458 -6.460591491
-24200 -5.26020638 -8.004692824 -5.491777168 -3.232214765 -5.018431655 -5.412097701 -5.403236749 1.526915894 -3.876320855 -6.930152643
-24000 -5.388963117 -7.296323645 -5.367081281 -3.111067616 -5.073107914 -5.233936782 -5.245080059 1.328675625 -3.916404434 -6.573755684
-23800 -5.69015873 -7.257721796 -5.026534979 -3.224946619 -5.127784173 -5.084070796 -5.235202849 1.297429752 -3.937773097 -6.532632601
-23600 -6.301959872 -7.20733711 -5.058162711 -4.035531915 -5.167715517 -4.954277286 -5.454164069 1.121931127 -4.332232942 -6.576095196
-23400 -6.461519141 -6.808309639 -4.629056585 -4.550561404 -4.894727011 -4.824483776 -5.361442926 1.000365776 -4.36107715 -6.361808702
-23200 -6.738608128 -6.602980474 -4.664971708 -4.227754386 -4.621738506 -4.722445141 -5.263083057 1.105056936 -4.158026121 -6.368139993
-23000 -6.56282821 -6.720993109 -5.009099881 -4.332727273 -4.34875 -4.734984326 -5.284897133 1.082307406 -4.202589727 -6.367204539
-22800 -6.743707988 -5.701267123 -4.384777199 -4.591836735 -4.247739403 -4.747523511 -5.069475327 0.967271309 -4.102204017 -6.036746636
-22600 -6.947529004 -4.889607146 -4.03589968 -5.040816327 -4.279136578 -4.760551053 -4.992256631 1.030808548 -3.961448083 -6.02306518
-22400 -6.296716 -4.73813812 -4.310141186 -4.993932203 -4.310533752 -4.87076175 -4.920037169 0.732077583 -4.187959586 -5.652114751
-22200 -6.247100524 -6.2152201 -3.639903259 -5.078441558 -4.313975904 -4.980972447 -5.079268965 1.031632253 -4.047636712 -6.110901218
-22000 -6.943305994 -6.534064469 -3.83965689 -5.357662338 -4.271807229 -5.091183144 -5.339613344 1.220710137 -4.118903206 -6.560323481
-21800 -5.621229943 -6.036152673 -2.906794714 -5.448610169 -4.229638554 -5.238300654 -4.913454451 1.153048275 -3.760406176 -6.066502726
-21600 -6.018262017 -6.168211419 -3.768718471 -5.539933993 -4.190524781 -5.388627451 -5.179046355 0.982150113 -4.196896243 -6.161196468
-21400 -5.467159055 -7.231229248 -3.41987922 -5.652145215 -4.199271137 -5.538954248 -5.251439687 1.316890542 -3.934549145 -6.568330229
-21200 -5.490014584 -6.725261338 -3.341587603 -5.9638 -4.208017493 -5.746098361 -5.245796563 1.242359565 -4.003436998 -6.488156128
-21000 -4.697645074 -6.888738186 -3.505151123 -6.347605178 -4.216763848 -5.962491803 -5.269732535 1.327605274 -3.942127262 -6.597337809
-20800 -5.193606616 -6.241800247 -3.047624805 -6.807152104 -4.16408284 -6.178885246 -5.272191976 1.435347769 -3.836844207 -6.707539745
-20600 -4.934420263 -6.446653876 -2.634389764 -6.808612903 -4.075325444 -6.265420561 -5.194137135 1.624467755 -3.56966938 -6.81860489
-20400 -5.183414084 -6.643027246 -3.382190863 -6.710762195 -3.986568047 -6.321495327 -5.371242961 1.429941198 -3.941301762 -6.801184159
-20200 -4.127488039 -6.208740366 -3.813610829 -6.533932927 -3.89002924 -6.377570093 -5.158561916 1.338781763 -3.819780152 -6.497343679
-20000 -5.249454978 -5.81104527 -2.375500106 -6.159905363 -3.770146199 -6.32920354 -4.949209242 1.563153644 -3.386055598 -6.512362887
-19800 -5.454646542 -6.270996122 -2.531618123 -5.730133779 -3.650263158 -6.21120944 -4.974811194 1.531871407 -3.442939787 -6.506682601
-19600 -5.335520304 -4.901726116 -1.91101833 -5.549531773 -3.530380117 -6.093215339 -4.55356533 1.557247793 -2.996317537 -6.110813123
-19400 -5.48210782 -5.123731102 -1.415211747 -5.457636364 -3.50013373 -5.962024291 -4.490140842 1.727612607 -2.762528235 -6.217753449
-19200 -4.63802048 -5.227741935 -2.53064885 -5.391318681 -3.488246657 -5.781187584 -4.509527365 1.255865658 -3.253661707 -5.765393022
-19000 -5.221631625 -4.862061764 -2.987301026 -5.23014652 -3.476359584 -5.600350877 -4.562975233 1.068459594 -3.494515638 -5.631434827
-18800 -4.128224799 -4.918747115 -2.982221785 -5.071320755 -3.433027523 -5.41951417 -4.325509358 0.974153862 -3.351355496 -5.299663219
-18600 -4.61101437 -4.171019185 -3.144621162 -4.851351351 -3.35351682 -5.226778784 -4.226383612 0.83360514 -3.392778471 -5.059988752
-18400 -3.979816816 -4.643064045 -3.350750464 -4.618 -3.274006116 -5.022380336 -4.148002963 0.729148421 -3.418854542 -4.877151384
-18200 -3.715128789 -4.46479631 -3.507174798 -4.492509804 -3.19399696 -4.817981889 -4.031931425 0.647340309 -3.384591116 -4.679271734
-18000 -4.249659472 -4.538418759 -3.554283281 -4.61 -3.111930091 -4.613583441 -4.112979174 0.634279914 -3.47869926 -4.747259088
-17800 -4.426990288 -3.954078235 -3.435108559 -4.281375 -3.029863222 -4.421949934 -3.924894206 0.577592517 -3.347301689 -4.502486723
-17600 -2.99325171 -3.640353837 -3.494024338 -4.037759336 -2.947796353 -4.237496706 -3.558447047 0.528024196 -3.030422851 -4.086471242
-17400 -2.711134771 -3.456073232 -4.039657488 -3.907488987 -2.776961832 -4.053043478 -3.490726631 0.618003349 -2.872723282 -4.108729981
-17200 -2.558899045 -3.411709986 -4.354658471 -3.692355556 -2.59680916 -3.86859025 -3.413837078 0.716655575 -2.697181503 -4.130492653
-17000 -2.93848801 -2.927179372 -5.009709444 -3.63843318 -2.416656489 -3.830714286 -3.460196797 0.918183519 -2.542013278 -4.378380315
-16800 -2.914374919 -2.878847338 -4.873419898 -3.399675926 -2.279190083 -3.819725275 -3.36087224 0.90571479 -2.45515745 -4.26658703
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-16600 -1.789657422 -2.203166685 -4.489996234 -3.334861111 -2.166793388 -3.808736264 -2.965535184 1.074546778 -1.890988406 -4.040081962
-16400 -2.012776225 -3.410356272 -4.392120562 -3.092142857 -2.054396694 -3.807724638 -3.128252875 0.952615864 -2.175637011 -4.080868739
-16200 -1.482050907 -2.33788149 -4.402032815 -3.194615385 -1.955092437 -3.845405797 -2.869513138 1.13582775 -1.733685389 -4.005340888
-16000 -2.136448672 -2.198181355 -4.43595453 -2.88270936 -1.864336134 -3.883086957 -2.900119501 1.046334062 -1.853785439 -3.946453563
-15800 -1.780150055 -2.476566621 -4.297130138 -2.858 -1.773579832 -3.920768116 -2.85103246 1.06616128 -1.784871181 -3.91719374
-15600 -2.112236301 -2.303309353 -3.974513036 -2.645151515 -1.661647059 -4.01949848 -2.786059291 0.99045821 -1.79560108 -3.776517501
-15400 -1.998585303 -2.346482483 -3.910710133 -2.509095477 -1.537277311 -4.138039514 -2.740031703 1.051616588 -1.688415115 -3.791648292
-15200 -2.191876132 -2.294318653 -4.052409847 -2.256185567 -1.412907563 -4.256580547 -2.744046385 1.141635695 -1.60241069 -3.88568208
-15000 -1.077059735 -2.279311512 -3.3412446 -2.528769231 -1.307299145 -4.34879257 -2.480412799 1.234524191 -1.245888607 -3.71493699
-14800 -1.301871196 -1.868198983 -3.103333158 -2.092287234 -1.21157265 -4.410712074 -2.331329216 1.225160595 -1.10616862 -3.556489811
-14600 -0.484740865 -1.689983145 -3.008718743 -2.074540541 -1.115846154 -4.472631579 -2.141076838 1.427684097 -0.713392741 -3.568760934
-14400 -1.35103251 -2.559623459 -2.726004997 -2.216774194 -1.133467601 -4.493279883 -2.413363774 1.204202379 -1.209161395 -3.617566153
-14200 -0.491077889 -2.434851073 -2.449805769 -2.234814815 -1.193012259 -4.379577259 -2.197189844 1.326930199 -0.870259645 -3.524120043
-14000 -0.162606865 -2.162022792 -2.602185046 -1.971623037 -1.252556918 -4.265874636 -2.069478216 1.373287493 -0.696190723 -3.442765708
-13800 -0.521362569 -2.266376414 -2.416556715 -1.685585106 -1.325625 -4.152172012 -2.061279636 1.232379496 -0.82890014 -3.293659132
-13600 -0.183943122 -2.363539531 -2.283441388 -1.827403315 -1.400625 -4.060487465 -2.019906637 1.27615309 -0.743753547 -3.296059727
-13400 1.268194734 -2.206521163 -1.956313278 -1.863369565 -1.468920863 -3.97413649 -1.700177771 1.696126407 -0.004051364 -3.396304177
-13200 -0.813538742 -1.74992021 -1.875920445 -1.840645161 -1.454532374 -3.887785515 -1.937057074 1.034264776 -0.902792299 -2.97132185
-13000 -0.3712926 -2.94 -1.393945083 -1.936470588 -1.440143885 -3.799825737 -1.980279649 1.221319331 -0.758960318 -3.20159898
-12800 -0.394099588 -3.076950953 -1.691299094 -1.617741935 -1.433005093 -3.705991957 -1.98651477 1.200912789 -0.785601981 -3.187427559
-12600 0.149732191 -3.783076923 -1.435622255 -1.763631579 -1.443191851 -3.612158177 -1.981324766 1.488764642 -0.492560124 -3.470089407
-12400 0.850882072 -3.460697513 -1.139542645 -1.495815217 -1.453378608 -3.518324397 -1.702812718 1.632785179 -0.070027539 -3.335597897
-12200 0.212850669 -4.022033865 -0.907799314 -1.241164021 -1.409914821 -3.403058187 -1.79518659 1.601196116 -0.193990474 -3.396382706
-12000 0.48087573 -3.906887668 -1.020728515 -1.674945055 -1.26681431 -3.265033829 -1.775588941 1.593192282 -0.18239666 -3.368781223
-11800 0.343794178 -4.75418264 -0.75894827 -1.880478723 -1.123713799 -3.127009472 -1.883423121 1.821530935 -0.061892186 -3.704954056
-11600 0.886751263 -4.662125682 -0.820159984 -1.456145833 -1.083389545 -2.988985115 -1.687342483 1.915191049 0.227848566 -3.602533531
-11400 0.324514828 -5.056102752 -0.223082073 -1.50627027 -1.187942664 -2.900502092 -1.758230837 1.962853369 0.204622532 -3.721084207
-11200 1.191551553 -4.540332343 0.099435933 -1.440967742 -1.292495784 -2.825188285 -1.467999445 2.041704602 0.573705157 -3.509704046
-11000 1.210930902 -4.661407186 -0.230646141 -1.560434783 -1.300880282 -2.749874477 -1.548718661 2.027123438 0.478404776 -3.575842099
-10800 0.858927145 -4.397914291 -0.422972689 -1.625555556 -1.191725352 -2.690584046 -1.578304131 1.822851116 0.244546984 -3.401155247
-10600 1.526983671 -4.762059757 -0.214102668 -1.628510638 -1.082570423 -2.693433048 -1.475615477 2.147960577 0.6723451 -3.623576054
-10400 1.173387509 -4.297076083 -0.072741638 -1.267083333 -1.093945578 -2.696282051 -1.375623529 1.926920128 0.551296599 -3.302543657
-10200 1.214009691 -3.572128514 -0.109422565 -1.321216931 -1.182380952 -2.699131054 -1.278378388 1.724490329 0.446111942 -3.002868717
-10000 1.676501314 -4.290525272 0.243268789 -1.435384615 -1.270816327 -2.693822222 -1.295129722 2.10457876 0.809449037 -3.399708482
-9800 1.319290049 -3.686582744 0.818671672 -1.587619048 -1.225555556 -2.684933333 -1.174454827 1.947149953 0.772695126 -3.121604779
-9600 1.408885504 -3.39983953 1.146551699 -1.508783069 -1.114444444 -2.676044444 -1.023945714 1.962003347 0.938057633 -2.985949062
-9400 1.105608865 -3.4 0.562437399 -1.497113402 -1.003333333 -2.638240602 -1.145106845 1.757238086 0.61213124 -2.902344931
-9200 1.839481553 -3.108477 0.386877139 -1.599057592 -1.040915033 -2.538992481 -1.010180569 1.852575449 0.84239488 -2.862756018
-9000 2.215599573 -3.00707389 0.575865342 -1.488082902 -1.142222222 -2.439744361 -0.880943076 1.95438207 1.073438994 -2.835325147
-8800 1.854096319 -3.455668449 0.497378085 -1.422153846 -1.243529412 -2.340496241 -1.018395591 1.920975517 0.902579927 -2.939371108
-8600 2.193199706 -3.272546983 0.209557086 -1.489639175 -1.318336106 -2.289657738 -0.994570535 1.940522976 0.945952441 -2.935093511
-8400 2.14533073 -2.866366232 0.528824095 -1.447857143 -1.378236273 -2.2390625 -0.876227887 1.870867648 0.994639761 -2.747095535
-8200 2.507213371 -2.596390495 0.459233003 -1.383076923 -1.438136439 -2.188467262 -0.773270791 1.919432119 1.146161328 -2.69270291
-8000 2.619396027 -2.985700483 0.74347731 -1.459230769 -1.558006431 -2.162485207 -0.800424926 2.084101812 1.283676886 -2.884526737
-7800 2.879626414 -3.353898924 1.121779483 -1.671725888 -1.712347267 -2.150650888 -0.814536178 2.331118196 1.516582017 -3.145654374
-7600 2.998495396 -2.917061856 0.707755118 -1.542039801 -1.866688103 -2.138816568 -0.793059302 2.221010176 1.427950873 -3.014069478
-7400 1.314236879 -3.191789623 0.712711484 -1.7977 -1.995956113 -2.133090909 -1.18193138 1.778008404 0.596077024 -2.959939784
-7200 2.873476004 -2.894993228 0.713047364 -1.813853659 -2.102539185 -2.145212121 -0.895012471 2.220480754 1.325468284 -3.115493225
-7000 1.836544948 -2.408482704 1.36 -1.43821256 -2.209122257 -2.157333333 -0.836100985 1.919982332 1.083881347 -2.756083316
-6800 1.871867881 -2.819796845 1.173411135 -1.519552239 -2.231145833 -2.169454545 -0.949111741 1.970824319 1.021712578 -2.91993606
-6600 1.976123159 -2.403771798 0.844200437 -1.356980198 -2.0853125 -2.228409786 -0.875691781 1.841226388 0.965534607 -2.716918169
-6400 1.485553822 -2.618040834 0.261592807 -2.131708543 -1.939479167 -2.289571865 -1.20527563 1.670999867 0.465724237 -2.876275497
-6200 0.954272851 -2.497269085 0.665126015 -1.61962963 -1.793645833 -2.350733945 -1.106979938 1.52336931 0.416389372 -2.630349247
-6000 1.672520611 -1.971077522 0.523523202 -1.36037037 -1.929484979 -2.351204268 -0.902682221 1.622912106 0.720229885 -2.525594327
-5800 1.540584402 -1.849359574 0.487711633 -1.29407767 -2.072546495 -2.323765244 -0.918575491 1.570902866 0.652327375 -2.489478357
-5600 0.680797255 -2.317168405 0.651666414 -1.722772277 -2.215608011 -2.29632622 -1.203235207 1.464291702 0.261056494 -2.667526909
-5400 1.180310415 -2.458288655 0.925197044 -1.348059701 -2.302857143 -2.226081694 -1.038296622 1.667321312 0.62902469 -2.705617935
-5200 1.745899684 -1.812155772 0.96669335 -1.396729858 -2.329642857 -2.092950076 -0.819814255 1.731619356 0.911805101 -2.55143361
-5000 0.898506167 -1.985027959 0.224126901 -1.257487685 -2.356428571 -1.959818457 -1.072688267 1.331828875 0.259140608 -2.404517142
-4800 1.431963045 -1.752819074 0.47043345 -1.221796117 -2.365641026 -1.84591716 -0.88062948 1.495834495 0.615205015 -2.376463975
-4600 2.633202052 -1.361605089 0.302869756 -1.34044335 -2.245982906 -1.905088757 -0.652841382 1.83263914 1.179797758 -2.485480523
-4400 2.78468478 -1.514634378 -0.2327906 -1.071960784 -2.126324786 -1.964260355 -0.687547687 1.832764192 1.145216505 -2.520311879
-4200 2.649461018 -1.426438356 -0.116944425 -1.1025 -2.006666667 -2.023431953 -0.67108673 1.772139718 1.101052988 -2.443226448
-4000 2.032814053 -2.103673191 0.109882634 -1.345148515 -1.958184524 -1.967142857 -0.871908733 1.644509727 0.772600993 -2.51641846
-3800 2.836403457 -1.390511838 0.879927697 -1.561062802 -1.955208333 -1.865952381 -0.5094007 1.94615421 1.43675351 -2.45555491
-3600 3.684010497 -1.810426334 0.965258548 -1.691116279 -1.952232143 -1.764761905 -0.428211269 2.30072079 1.87250952 -2.728932059
-3400 3.575005078 -1.184715535 1.791051051 -1.73 -1.99610951 -1.701116279 -0.207647532 2.323984546 2.116337014 -2.531632079
-3200 3.596310583 -2.0530459 1.962116351 -1.903185841 -2.18054755 -1.704217054 -0.380428235 2.50644185 2.126013615 -2.886870085
-3000 4.024631091 -2.014883117 2.563877456 -2.055486726 -2.364985591 -1.707317829 -0.259027453 2.798621888 2.539594436 -3.057649341
-2800 3.208958856 -1.957224211 2.952808814 -1.92362069 -2.549423631 -1.686986301 -0.325914527 2.655398349 2.329483822 -2.981312876
-2600 3.447435357 -1.748966877 2.716818007 -1.833261803 -2.574355301 -1.51651446 -0.251474179 2.616613473 2.365139294 -2.868087653
-2400 4.166925085 -2.292775242 3.251862041 -1.867596567 -2.554297994 -1.346042618 -0.106987549 2.99833946 2.891351912 -3.105327009
-2200 3.629386288 -2.592868399 3.657838849 -2.189313305 -2.534240688 -1.175570776 -0.200794672 3.020950866 2.820156194 -3.221745537
-2000 3.336059083 -1.827445205 3.247489556 -2.063417722 -2.546067416 -1.1234375 -0.162803201 2.715078971 2.552275771 -2.877882172
-1800 2.686725547 -2.108239113 2.903197253 -1.893870968 -2.635955056 -1.0921875 -0.35672164 2.49223187 2.135510231 -2.84895351
-1600 2.588592762 -1.707839031 3.687951269 -1.795128205 -2.725842697 -1.0609375 -0.168867234 2.639155411 2.470288177 -2.808022644
-1400 3.028040659 -2.023819681 2.91939347 -1.659576271 -2.815730337 -1.047952756 -0.266607486 2.574567652 2.307960166 -2.841175138
-1200 2.370187726 -2.745341243 2.749397944 -1.362966102 -2.798679245 -1.04480315 -0.472034012 2.455967285 1.983933274 -2.928001297
-1000 1.564018381 -2.788458915 2.826020023 -1.001481481 -2.742075472 -1.041653543 -0.530605168 2.285860008 1.75525484 -2.816465176
-800 1.146767439 -1.556972013 1.827873378 -1.024201681 -2.685471698 -0.975191348 -0.544532654 1.703702387 1.159169733 -2.248235041
-600 0.751560329 -2.550305167 1.567997675 -1.09012987 -2.630313316 -0.83875208 -0.798323738 1.70376217 0.905438432 -2.502085908
-400 0.454739078 -2.521406652 1.185431379 -1.085546218 -2.645979112 -0.702312812 -0.885845723 1.54493043 0.659084707 -2.430776153
-200 -0.072396591 -1.82678515 0.637641196 -1.08 -2.661644909 -0.615709459 -0.936482486 1.193048753 0.256566267 -2.129531238
0 -0.627447064 -1.886748466 0.016740977 -1.15704918 -2.677310705 -0.585304054 -1.152853082 0.982721195 -0.170131887 -2.135574277
200 -1.206935451 -1.994238703 -0.632598799 -1.083278689 -2.66530504 -0.554898649 -1.356209222 0.822593204 -0.533616018 -2.178802425
400 -1.517266461 -1.371734951 -0.858109956 -1.327903226 -2.535331565 -0.750255537 -1.393433616 0.63628296 -0.757150656 -2.029716576
600 -1.584791895 -1.705023469 -1.484575673 -1.852828685 -2.40535809 -1.162521295 -1.699183184 0.417006422 -1.282176762 -2.116189607
800 -1.813111946 -1.498536075 -1.973261342 -2.490418251 -2.275384615 -1.574787053 -1.937583214 0.390098919 -1.547484294 -2.327682133
1000 -2.828490684 -2.085795033 -2.153463883 -3.038357143 -2.30985469 -1.878007181 -2.382328102 0.453726312 -1.92860179 -2.836054414
1200 -3.327349679 -2.284360753 -2.476048586 -2.874071429 -2.571413474 -2.100628366 -2.605645381 0.440259648 -2.165385734 -3.045905029
1400 -3.423503718 -2.720972416 -2.878521918 -3.057873016 -2.832972259 -2.323249551 -2.872848813 0.364473015 -2.508375798 -3.237321828
1600 -3.554323324 -2.960736196 -2.794779797 -3.464490446 -3.094531044 -2.430242634 -3.049850573 0.420792537 -2.629058037 -3.47064311
1800 -4.293290081 -2.814799752 -3.169773327 -3.878503185 -3.404869326 -2.506499133 -3.344622467 0.663681188 -2.680941279 -4.008303656
2000 -3.432610944 -3.527067769 -3.200230724 -4.135663717 -3.743246217 -2.582755633 -3.436929167 0.52456502 -2.912364147 -3.961494187
2200 -4.507400678 -3.944557557 -3.581294446 -4.212359882 -4.081623109 -2.736915584 -3.844025209 0.622417245 -3.221607964 -4.466442454
2400 -4.89420949 -4.04755282 -4.005304738 -4.473378747 -4.42 -2.899253247 -4.123283174 0.681592023 -3.44169115 -4.804875197
2600 -5.424574172 -4.270548191 -4.201945068 -4.789455041 -4.701053952 -3.061590909 -4.408194556 0.792335846 -3.61585871 -5.200530401
2800 -5.658001249 -3.826202968 -4.656734517 -5.258997361 -4.982107905 -3.245564142 -4.604601357 0.90950544 -3.695095917 -5.514106797
3000 -5.525504793 -4.766169719 -5.090463259 -5.731597052 -5.263161857 -3.434126739 -4.968503903 0.823348158 -4.145155745 -5.79185206
3200 -5.866958141 -4.332014257 -5.617188067 -6.021523342 -5.545475924 -3.622689335 -5.167641511 0.964174156 -4.203467355 -6.131815667
3400 -6.326779056 -5.632554733 -5.541371983 -6.3116 -5.910537514 -3.802687023 -5.587588385 0.934336407 -4.653251978 -6.521924792
3600 -7.681827542 -5.017359953 -5.779152992 -6.6316 -6.275599104 -3.976732824 -5.893712069 1.291789417 -4.601922652 -7.185501486
3800 -7.687985841 -5.394513491 -6.066824396 -6.9516 -6.640660694 -4.150778626 -6.148727175 1.250860932 -4.897866243 -7.399588106
4000 -7.690953188 -5.183023903 -6.297030535 -6.985866388 -7.005722284 -4.34215859 -6.250792482 1.262494875 -4.988297607 -7.513287356
4200 -7.331236903 -4.814266405 -6.565344548 -6.927411273 -7.30253012 -4.57123348 -6.252003788 1.242158203 -5.009845585 -7.494161991
4400 -7.378587639 -5.567501486 -6.881726985 -6.752393822 -7.543493976 -4.80030837 -6.48733538 1.079607041 -5.407728339 -7.56694242
4600 -7.031346589 -5.405097374 -7.038009847 -6.37015444 -7.784457831 -5.02938326 -6.44307489 1.056461843 -5.386613047 -7.499536733
4800 -8.278056481 -5.26395523 -7.274848107 -5.987915058 -8.025421687 -5.192945302 -6.670523644 1.372060168 -5.298463476 -8.042583812
5000 -8.600655857 -6.049220022 -7.70984775 -5.857063197 -8.266385542 -5.35002805 -6.97220007 1.385479907 -5.586720163 -8.357679977
5200 -8.52211699 -6.076855015 -8.166200799 -5.801301115 -8.40442623 -5.507110799 -7.079668491 1.423305231 -5.65636326 -8.502973722
5400 -8.200108643 -5.990900901 -8.639417013 -5.761177645 -8.464823123 -5.637673797 -7.11568352 1.456176783 -5.659506737 -8.571860304
5600 -8.679406176 -6.34 -9.12885385 -5.900898204 -8.525220017 -5.717887701 -7.382044325 1.555018291 -5.827026033 -8.937062616
5800 -7.607263129 -6.747670694 -9.384133173 -6.040618762 -8.585616911 -5.798101604 -7.360567379 1.429379562 -5.931187817 -8.789946941
6000 -8.009526829 -6.835823957 -9.478533229 -5.961089109 -8.646013805 -5.878315508 -7.468217073 1.477886002 -5.99033107 -8.946103075
6200 -8.222909297 -6.778440367 -9.122004691 -5.71950495 -8.706410699 -6.001091593 -7.425060266 1.450018303 -5.975041963 -8.87507857
6400 -8.404109567 -7.241864926 -9.078143922 -5.509397363 -8.729401061 -6.151656211 -7.519095508 1.460435211 -6.058660297 -8.97953072
6600 -7.908408443 -7.084281609 -9.218110452 -5.897344633 -8.741531463 -6.302220828 -7.525316238 1.329079142 -6.196237096 -8.85439538
6800 -8.319425058 -8.659215247 -9.471323027 -6.285291902 -8.753661865 -6.452785445 -7.990283757 1.311710721 -6.678573037 -9.301994478
7000 -8.186843719 -7.879992973 -9.547141623 -6.552339181 -8.765792267 -6.632211538 -7.927386884 1.180197305 -6.747189579 -9.107584189
7200 -8.955596849 -7.161589516 -9.112066925 -6.634210526 -8.777922669 -6.829326923 -7.911785568 1.153006472 -6.758779096 -9.06479204
7400 -8.90770332 -7.520905947 -9.046016173 -6.716081871 -8.790053071 -7.026442308 -8.001200448 1.036150743 -6.965049705 -9.037351191
7600 -9.174163276 -8.097696354 -9.135488204 -6.554368601 -8.78504451 -7.223557692 -8.161719773 1.079780108 -7.081939665 -9.241499881
7800 -9.010059514 -8.185977421 -8.604688729 -6.342764505 -8.701958457 -7.427641509 -8.045515023 0.997476414 -7.048038609 -9.042991436
8000 -8.627877463 -8.111283122 -8.538461918 -6.13116041 -8.618872404 -7.63990566 -7.944593496 0.967819032 -6.976774464 -8.912412528
8200 -8.727835193 -8.540497296 -8.970507345 -5.823846154 -8.53578635 -7.852169811 -8.075107025 1.164000503 -6.911106522 -9.239107527
8400 -9.026626412 -8.212928318 -8.804641127 -5.505897436 -8.452700297 -8.064433962 -8.011204592 1.278720551 -6.732484041 -9.289925143
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8600 -8.556766677 -8.646477049 -8.661388719 -5.187948718 -8.369614243 -8.244781635 -7.944496173 1.360223353 -6.584272821 -9.304719526
8800 -8.973966793 -8.157504928 -8.802406499 -4.989424084 -8.28652819 -8.311970885 -7.92030023 1.471200501 -6.449099729 -9.391500731
9000 -8.373039746 -8.640759672 -8.845870988 -4.793961606 -8.282580645 -8.379160134 -7.885895465 1.529013191 -6.356882275 -9.414908656
9200 -8.871509253 -8.614246456 -8.828480636 -4.596604478 -8.379354839 -8.446349384 -7.956090841 1.657581257 -6.298509584 -9.613672098
9400 -8.874468439 -8.255305466 -8.629870904 -4.38391791 -8.476129032 -8.513538634 -7.855538398 1.712767866 -6.142770531 -9.568306264
9600 -9.102977755 -8.49047731 -8.580266359 -4.171231343 -8.572903226 -8.561491137 -7.913224522 1.846706089 -6.066518433 -9.759930611
9800 -8.867475253 -8.072861273 -8.681375399 -3.955 -8.669677419 -8.603201251 -7.808265099 1.90661299 -5.901652109 -9.71487809
10000 -8.507054928 -7.985469269 -8.451057959 -3.734069767 -8.766451613 -8.644911366 -7.681502484 1.95210884 -5.729393644 -9.633611324
10200 -8.804527757 -7.80345515 -8.324611863 -3.513139535 -8.863225806 -8.686621481 -7.665930265 2.072205434 -5.593724831 -9.7381357
10400 -8.244148902 -7.639113885 -8.414876209 -3.476646943 -8.9019375 -8.728331595 -7.567509172 2.051553601 -5.515955571 -9.619062774
10600 -8.006470138 -7.922495479 -8.661952012 -3.47270217 -8.9050625 -8.694753623 -7.610572654 2.065553374 -5.54501928 -9.676126028
10800 -8.762624609 -6.520449048 -8.753895814 -3.669916493 -8.9081875 -8.658038647 -7.545518685 2.102719629 -5.442799056 -9.648238314
11000 -8.963336079 -6.544910947 -8.173973137 -4.304572025 -8.9113125 -8.621323671 -7.586571393 1.839714621 -5.746856773 -9.426286014
11200 -8.438750224 -6.123531194 -8.217118106 -4.939227557 -8.9144375 -8.584608696 -7.53627888 1.613495879 -5.922783 -9.149774759
11400 -7.791738533 -5.116583173 -8.463050587 -5.342824742 -8.9175625 -8.54789372 -7.363275543 1.693638798 -5.669636744 -9.056914341
11600 -8.708961609 -5.605241847 -8.482248744 -5.726329897 -8.902776957 -8.590453686 -7.669335457 1.558668683 -6.110666774 -9.228004139
11800 -8.796061435 -5.812465103 -8.051012166 -5.877647059 -8.824490399 -8.654725898 -7.669400343 1.440741518 -6.228658826 -9.110141861
12000 -8.114059938 -6.386668722 -7.518591466 -5.792085561 -8.74620384 -8.71899811 -7.546101273 1.22964401 -6.316457263 -8.775745283
12200 -8.62428828 -5.837012915 -7.980622422 -5.706524064 -8.667917282 -8.783270321 -7.599939214 1.444159994 -6.15577922 -9.044099208
12400 -8.432538142 -6.466711949 -8.384764129 -5.594313725 -8.589630724 -8.847542533 -7.7192502 1.346588386 -6.372661814 -9.065838587
12600 -8.916552172 -6.974177666 -8.735962072 -5.470130719 -8.511344165 -8.883639706 -7.915301083 1.402391289 -6.512909794 -9.317692373
12800 -8.0360415 -7.536520993 -8.65405683 -5.345947712 -8.433057607 -8.890992647 -7.816102881 1.301260431 -6.51484245 -9.117363313
13000 -8.286596998 -7.743338024 -8.421721604 -5.256551724 -8.409276219 -8.898345588 -7.835971693 1.316470347 -6.519501346 -9.15244204
13200 -8.037978368 -7.351989637 -8.0142808 -5.187586207 -8.45211226 -8.905698529 -7.6582743 1.31569538 -6.34257892 -8.973969681
13400 -8.474998758 -8.034186773 -6.90807707 -5.11862069 -8.494948301 -8.913051471 -7.657313844 1.420948202 -6.236365641 -9.078262046
13600 -8.157664722 -8.237685211 -7.066112447 -4.997684391 -8.537784343 -8.918974837 -7.652650992 1.440639868 -6.212011123 -9.09329086
13800 -8.409874272 -8.279772134 -7.65378528 -4.839879931 -8.580620384 -8.900335508 -7.777377918 1.49685359 -6.280524328 -9.274231509
14000 -8.418018637 -8.192066129 -7.275078599 -4.682075472 -8.623456425 -8.881696179 -7.678731907 1.567964931 -6.110766975 -9.246696838
14200 -8.406295556 -8.12376417 -7.245523262 -4.55959322 -8.666292467 -8.86305685 -7.644087587 1.613369053 -6.030718534 -9.257456641
14400 -9.064158143 -7.51619393 -7.302064317 -4.454508475 -8.69694704 -8.844417521 -7.646381571 1.724681154 -5.921700417 -9.371062725
14600 -8.250482222 -7.001981933 -7.358236203 -4.349423729 -8.721869159 -8.825778192 -7.417961906 1.671391273 -5.746570633 -9.089353179
14800 -8.210182867 -6.038698382 -7.83205216 -4.21040708 -8.746791277 -7.007626353 1.86505843 -5.142567923 -8.872684783
15000 -8.066262717 -5.219647432 -7.948957206 -4.05819469 -8.771713396 -6.812955088 2.050935705 -4.762019383 -8.863890793
15200 -8.079339557 -6.849171564 -7.613455666 -3.905982301 -8.796635514 -7.04891692 1.894263136 -5.154653784 -8.943180057
15400 -7.863499059 -6.518642748 -7.756223431 -4.053568966 -8.821557632 -7.002698367 1.840428004 -5.162270363 -8.843126371
15600 -7.575925213 -7.34659588 -7.850026668 -4.236327586 -8.840791476 -7.169933365 1.7361146 -5.433818764 -8.906047965
15800 -8.419118995 -7.716310069 -7.889990656 -4.419086207 -8.843835616 -7.457668309 1.75589198 -5.701776328 -9.213560289
16000 -8.77354698 -7.586568583 -7.876642194 -4.783763441 -8.846879756 -7.573480191 1.653504219 -5.919975972 -9.226984409
16200 -8.695908211 -7.342076152 -7.819069037 -5.149354839 -8.849923896 -7.571266427 1.489913934 -6.081352493 -9.061180361
16400 -8.153348416 -7.349850746 -7.722123758 -5.50076661 -8.852968037 -7.515811513 1.257473116 -6.258338397 -8.773284629
16600 -7.449299685 -6.990467718 -7.815475762 -5.797189097 -8.856012177 -7.381688888 1.121390323 -6.260298565 -8.50307921
16800 -7.942976926 -6.733638578 -7.898560083 -6.093611584 -8.859056317 -7.505568697 1.091695461 -6.413873236 -8.597264159
17000 -7.541959598 -6.551215907 -7.962993542 -6.342701863 -8.792403919 -7.438254966 1.013274334 -6.424980632 -8.451529299
17200 -8.299108177 -5.994804184 -7.736613623 -6.463819876 -8.694438583 -7.437756889 1.166314289 -6.2714426 -8.604071178
17400 -7.864331432 -5.737833258 -7.615709076 -6.584937888 -8.596473248 -7.27985698 1.123458401 -6.156398579 -8.403315382
17600 -8.313713014 -6.029920722 -7.583640085 -6.696011396 -8.498507913 -7.424358626 1.05416617 -6.370192456 -8.478524796
17800 -8.107783287 -6.016800939 -7.451828367 -6.616239316 -8.400542577 -7.318638897 0.999893884 -6.318745013 -8.318532781
18000 -7.995996967 -6.078278227 -7.624956749 -6.536467236 -8.302577242 -7.307655284 0.957922641 -6.349732643 -8.265577925
18200 -7.68184014 -5.871018722 -7.899288321 -6.456695157 -8.20599393 -7.222967254 1.006137878 -6.216829376 -8.229105132
18400 -6.946632657 -6.021568157 -7.628238524 -6.297367742 -8.133156297 -7.005392675 0.884936504 -6.120456171 -7.89032918
18600 -6.983877938 -5.702625117 -7.821974766 -6.070270968 -8.060318665 -6.927813491 1.0394351 -5.888378391 -7.967248591
18800 -6.975918154 -5.118095301 -8.187190392 -5.843174194 -7.987481032 -6.822371815 1.332964003 -5.489407812 -8.155335817
19000 -7.392119575 -5.08922716 -8.449002375 -5.616077419 -7.914643399 -6.892213986 1.466129566 -5.426084419 -8.358343552
19200 -7.377854381 -4.802517123 -8.642685725 -5.505525239 -7.841805766 -6.834077647 1.618221396 -5.215856251 -8.452299042
19400 -7.525391441 -4.781766162 -8.768144995 -5.453683492 -7.768968134 -6.859590845 1.673825508 -5.185765337 -8.533416353
19600 -7.645352297 -4.893818466 -8.892224056 -5.401841746 -7.726163366 -6.911879986 1.693781972 -5.218098015 -8.605661958
19800 -7.451074645 -4.882002286 -8.989968681 -5.35 -7.717912541 -6.878191631 1.718507348 -5.159684282 -8.596698979
20000 -7.274856155 -4.548581363 -8.91241693 -5.246551724 -7.709661716 -6.738413578 1.8012774 -4.937136178 -8.539690977
20200 -7.740623291 -3.769705045 -8.87 -5.143103448 -7.701410891 -6.644968535 2.108911668 -4.536056867 -8.753880203
20400 -7.676487162 -3.754722331 -8.87 -5.039655172 -7.693160066 -6.606804946 2.123486108 -4.483318839 -8.730291054
20600 -7.845165144 -3.428696005 -8.701421523 -5.018431655 -7.684909241 -6.535724714 2.21818099 -4.317543724 -8.753905703
20800 -7.58463737 -3.382381567 -8.524891888 -5.073107914 -7.682203083 -6.449444364 2.145752541 -4.303691823 -8.595196905
21000 -7.633283055 -3.908932031 -8.55556203 -5.127784173 -7.687642792 -6.582640816 1.967398226 -4.61524259 -8.550039042
21200 -7.287496945 -3.40173164 -8.636776316 -5.167715517 -7.693082502 -6.437360584 2.119200357 -4.318160227 -8.556560941
21400 -7.826713879 -2.513911509 -8.762947909 -4.894727011 -7.698522212 -6.339364504 2.581392185 -3.757972319 -8.92075669
21600 -7.869553449 -3.085601271 -8.738262653 -4.621738506 -7.703961922 -6.40382356 2.422537721 -3.981285839 -8.826361282
21800 -8.162872526 -2.798517941 -8.729331839 -4.34875 -7.709401632 -6.349774787 2.617905924 -3.731868863 -8.967680712
22000 -8.140113113 -2.491699346 -8.870928936 -4.247739403 -7.727703436 -6.295636847 2.772582785 -3.523054062 -9.068219632
22200 -7.855380529 -2.520976169 -8.955171801 -4.279136578 -7.747594937 -6.271652003 2.735213384 -3.536438619 -9.006865387
22400 -8.211838376 -3.05789995 -8.984792654 -4.310533752 -7.767486438 -6.466510234 2.614732989 -3.851777245 -9.081243223
22600 -9.055132914 -2.41885759 -8.899749589 -4.313975904 -7.787377939 -6.495018787 2.974018532 -3.521000255 -9.469037319
22800 -8.03450288 -2.508386485 -8.779062217 -4.271807229 -7.807269439 -6.28020565 2.734686946 -3.545518704 -9.014892596
23000 -8.410018501 -2.705038363 -8.543938325 -4.229638554 -7.796500453 -6.337026839 2.689342003 -3.647684836 -9.026368843
23200 -8.944218923 -2.011298974 -8.438403384 -4.190524781 -7.731223935 -6.263134 3.018654973 -3.244479027 -9.281788972
23400 -8.894907242 -2.361264916 -8.504404044 -4.199271137 -7.665947416 -6.325158951 2.888870198 -3.436288753 -9.214029149
23600 -9.088780531 -2.455220651 -8.602322364 -4.208017493 -7.600670898 -6.391002387 2.910628875 -3.480373513 -9.301631262
23800 -8.672134753 -2.172926152 -8.649198426 -4.216763848 -7.535394379 -6.249283512 2.916835032 -3.33244848 -9.166118543
24000 -8.730409291 -2.370346291 -8.107892368 -4.16408284 -7.47011786 -6.16856973 2.759641768 -3.408927962 -8.928211498
24200 -8.574713934 -1.775189339 -8.071334217 -4.075325444 -7.399587534 -5.979230094 2.933839756 -3.045390337 -8.91306985
24400 -8.593592009 -2.33456388 -8.529331084 -3.986568047 -7.328093492 -6.154429702 2.839813157 -3.314616545 -8.99424286
24600 -9.513193339 -1.674211497 -8.195256927 -3.89002924 -7.25659945 -6.105858091 3.234544624 -2.871313467 -9.340402714
24800 -9.911689503 -2.512453891 -7.977987863 -3.770146199 -7.185105408 -6.271476573 3.057161828 -3.214314745 -9.328638401
25000 -9.002082019 -2.124616187 -8.513447168 -3.650263158 -7.113611366 -6.080803979 3.044554972 -3.036249008 -9.125358951

=======================
Average interglacial obliquity

Relative time MIS 5 MIS 7c MIS 9 MIS 15a MIS15c MIS 19 AVG
25000 22.9196296 22.98707496 23.23012374 22.8677851 23.42343977 23.02769768 23.07595848
24000 22.79804796 22.80384299 23.076571 22.81180711 23.34821039 22.97538662 22.96897768
23000 22.68895679 22.63109615 22.92702896 22.7668299 23.2716059 22.93247206 22.86966496
22000 22.59550738 22.47444944 22.78545104 22.73399941 23.19574626 22.90050101 22.78094242
21000 22.52142394 22.3384865 22.65579064 22.71423236 23.12286601 22.88044748 22.70554116
20000 22.46928478 22.22733265 22.54171471 22.70775794 23.05514237 22.8732855 22.64575299
19000 22.44103796 22.14511318 22.44666097 22.71491991 22.99440882 22.87930156 22.60357373
18000 22.43811587 22.09423451 22.3739526 22.73566099 22.94244153 22.89826647 22.58044533
17000 22.46109148 22.07618633 22.32588143 22.76940822 22.90090208 22.92983646 22.57721767
16000 22.50916264 22.09228645 22.30410902 22.81535945 22.87110826 22.97303749 22.59417722
15000 22.58152721 22.14150354 22.31006779 22.87254066 22.85403411 23.02649447 22.63102796
14000 22.67600795 22.22240521 22.34329935 22.93957674 22.85065366 23.0888896 22.68680542
13000 22.78974007 22.33269963 22.40300157 23.01497801 22.86125338 23.1584467 22.76001989
12000 22.91980149 22.46843338 22.48774206 23.09731208 22.88566139 23.23304583 22.84866604
11000 23.06235339 22.62536657 22.59459873 23.18480277 22.92370581 23.31096812 22.95029923
10000 23.21304129 22.79903014 22.72036301 23.27596038 22.97418341 23.39009362 23.06211198
9000 23.36808367 22.9837518 22.86165445 23.36912335 23.03577639 23.46818779 23.18109624
8000 23.52272498 23.17437493 23.0138321 23.4625728 23.10682318 23.54341718 23.30395753
7000 23.67243885 23.36597209 23.17277065 23.55481904 23.18486006 23.61383372 23.42744907
6000 23.81338647 23.55304287 23.33411562 23.6440859 23.26776708 23.67766124 23.5483432
5000 23.94115606 23.73111822 23.49322606 23.7286545 23.35308053 23.73329546 23.66342181
4000 24.05219528 23.8964166 23.64591936 23.80697786 23.43822209 23.77930399 23.7698392
3000 24.14352475 24.04469813 23.78835672 23.8773944 23.52078534 23.8145982 23.86489292
2000 24.21222239 24.1733272 23.91652743 23.93835713 23.59876492 23.83860514 23.9463007
1000 24.25651203 24.2797828 24.02750939 23.98843366 23.66981171 23.85057996 24.01210493
0 24.27524775 24.36200227 24.11855242 24.02659266 23.73243602 23.85052267 24.0608923
-1000 24.26751282 24.41883971 24.18736467 24.05151633 23.78497627 23.83871973 24.09148826
-2000 24.23359371 24.44983673 24.23251376 24.06274631 23.82600006 23.81545764 24.10335804
-3000 24.17434988 24.45459229 24.25319755 24.05965234 23.85459067 23.78153852 24.09632021
-4000 24.09098452 24.4339658 24.24878577 24.04183334 23.86994594 23.73799371 24.07058485
-5000 23.98578947 24.38898859 24.22008058 24.00934662 23.87137834 23.68579724 24.02689681
-6000 23.86162951 24.32103578 24.16799869 23.96247866 23.85900244 23.62620961 23.96639245
-7000 23.72125485 24.23251376 24.09402982 23.90145863 23.83281826 23.56049133 23.89042778
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-8000 23.56890538 24.12577169 24.00075225 23.82714598 23.79339875 23.4899029 23.80097949
-9000 23.40864908 24.00350245 23.89074432 23.74068662 23.74171794 23.41587673 23.70019619
-10000 23.24478315 23.8691438 23.76698539 23.64311187 23.67915093 23.3397879 23.59049384
-11000 23.08223503 23.72584701 23.63348618 23.5363125 23.60707281 23.26306883 23.47467039
-12000 22.92576025 23.57682063 23.49374172 23.42217927 23.52748895 23.18738108 23.35556198
-13000 22.77954142 23.42596079 23.35153354 23.30283211 23.44234739 23.11415704 23.23606205
-14000 22.64850597 23.27653334 23.21115883 23.18090665 23.35376808 23.04488642 23.11929322
-15000 22.53614895 23.13174686 23.07622722 23.05938226 23.26392827 22.98100161 23.00807253
-16000 22.44573621 22.99486719 22.95052024 22.94077995 23.17500518 22.9237631 22.90511198
-17000 22.38024713 22.86881643 22.83764751 22.82836559 23.08894689 22.87431683 22.81305673
-18000 22.34122871 22.75577182 22.74064572 22.72506127 23.00793063 22.83346492 22.73401718
-19000 22.32948307 22.65819707 22.66197859 22.63350258 22.93373257 22.80200953 22.66981724
-20000 22.3454686 22.57758188 22.60388065 22.55649702 22.8677851 22.78017983 22.62189885
-21000 22.38803936 22.51512946 22.56732593 22.49645102 22.81180711 22.76843419 22.59119785
-22000 22.45553379 22.47169924 22.55317387 22.45491157 22.7668299 22.7668872 22.5781726
-23000 22.54588923 22.44757771 22.56119528 22.43365483 22.73399941 22.77559616 22.58298544
-24000 22.65589713 22.44253568 22.59035884 22.43359753 22.71423236 22.79456107 22.6051971
-25000 22.78206244 22.45622937 22.63917486 22.45473968 22.70775794 22.82366734 22.64393861
-26000 22.92089011 22.48768477 22.70569529 22.49731046 22.71491991 22.8624566 22.69815952
-27000 23.06825485 22.53569865 22.78722721 22.56039314 22.73566099 22.91064236 22.76631287
-28000 23.22008867 22.59889592 22.88113503 22.64238343 22.76940822 22.96753709 22.84657473
-29000 23.37266733 22.67561499 22.98432476 22.74173434 22.81535945 23.03233864 22.93700659
-30000 23.52198013 22.76402241 23.09375974 22.85586758 22.87254066 23.10407298 23.03537392
-31000 23.66470392 22.86222741 23.20646058 22.98168915 22.93957674 23.18142231 23.13934669
-32000 23.79757283 22.96822464 23.31956249 23.11633428 23.01497801 23.26289694 23.24659487
-33000 23.91766479 23.07995145 23.43002879 23.25613604 23.09731208 23.34717906 23.35471204
-34000 24.02268795 23.19540249 23.53551036 23.3971983 23.18480277 23.43254981 23.46135861
-35000 24.11086615 23.31234322 23.63342888 23.5362552 23.27596038 23.51729029 23.56435735
-36000 24.18048053 23.42871099 23.7218363 23.66963983 23.36912335 23.59996813 23.66162652
-37000 24.23078622 23.54238585 23.79907104 23.79397171 23.4625728 23.67874986 23.75125625
-38000 24.26115298 23.65124787 23.86358611 23.90655796 23.55481904 23.75214578 23.83158496
-39000 24.27140893 23.75306251 23.91446478 24.00493485 23.6440859 23.8187235 23.90111341
-40000 24.26172594 23.8459963 23.9510768 24.08681055 23.7286545 23.87722251 23.9585811

================
Average interglacial northern summer insolation

Relative time MIS 5 MIS 9 MIS 15a MIS 15c MIS 19 AVG
25000 491.602809 489.796104 483.798758 508.304022 486.233755 491.9470896
24000 495.623585 490.916082 494.006165 508.276936 489.471832 495.65892
23000 499.526371 492.531639 504.586524 507.496932 492.821907 499.3926746
22000 502.918609 494.330828 514.812597 506.012909 495.944423 502.8038732
21000 505.590946 495.84409 523.634193 504.180244 498.377847 505.525464
20000 507.164733 496.703532 529.505482 501.964225 499.707226 507.0090396
19000 507.253104 496.386829 531.194766 499.50849 499.604836 506.789605
18000 505.662028 494.580614 527.50279 496.914034 498.01548 504.5349892
17000 502.314635 491.106087 518.652154 494.092425 495.064713 500.2460028
16000 497.291638 486.184038 505.696605 491.052559 491.10967 494.266902
15000 491.064647 480.185882 490.854068 487.81175 486.837452 487.3507598
14000 484.192789 473.956882 476.310087 484.376751 482.824698 480.3322414
13000 477.402784 468.225349 463.980212 480.807208 479.650735 474.0132576
12000 471.35746 463.848157 455.035153 477.396127 477.88539 469.1044574
11000 466.746233 461.279231 449.994344 474.302651 477.670958 465.9986834
10000 463.914049 460.987398 448.782728 471.85446 479.104169 464.9285608
9000 463.146133 462.927451 451.034131 470.398679 482.175706 465.93642
8000 464.524535 467.091219 456.269123 470.129312 486.550373 468.9129124
7000 467.90302 473.172366 463.770029 471.251018 492.004742 473.620235
6000 473.11613 480.855802 473.11972 473.889415 498.189014 479.8340162
5000 479.899167 489.755964 483.695141 477.961586 504.630135 487.1883986
4000 487.854085 499.433279 495.158817 483.408692 510.880908 495.3471562
3000 496.790215 509.46521 507.027643 490.066435 516.461843 503.9622692
2000 506.27537 519.246486 518.920264 497.678854 520.707959 512.5657866
1000 516.023848 528.213901 530.09157 505.915603 523.172879 520.6835602
0 525.655656 535.564021 539.841304 514.494337 523.368829 527.7848294
-1000 534.660962 540.486422 546.95407 522.774866 521.134166 533.2020972
-2000 542.283172 542.242219 550.471424 530.20895 516.502238 536.3416006
-3000 547.740375 540.340607 549.494052 535.918825 510.166196 536.732011
-4000 549.906201 534.627564 543.760585 538.990027 502.615023 533.97988
-5000 547.847532 525.798926 533.863947 538.490465 494.963089 528.1927918
-6000 541.112534 514.633809 521.104477 534.060488 487.918236 519.7659088
-7000 529.825675 502.548709 507.084286 525.532539 482.156653 509.4295724
-8000 515.042685 490.831344 493.455592 513.876787 478.049564 498.2511944
-9000 498.442919 480.46188 481.515347 500.361592 475.893773 487.3351022
-10000 481.893017 472.214373 472.027534 486.653796 475.459847 477.6497134
-11000 467.045717 466.506898 465.287259 474.201578 476.711683 469.950627
-12000 455.102403 463.328848 461.410159 464.199784 479.344106 464.67706
-13000 446.665864 462.602094 460.009597 457.238319 482.947248 461.8926244
-14000 441.929266 464.113969 460.838694 453.514138 487.213431 461.5218996
-15000 440.689835 467.463064 463.46635 452.955162 491.741107 463.2631036
-16000 442.588198 472.401995 467.519669 455.166588 495.94312 466.723914
-17000 447.201436 478.644618 472.58269 459.757137 499.449521 471.5270804
-18000 454.009844 485.768373 478.42874 466.340245 501.748207 477.2590818
-19000 462.681198 493.491403 484.546811 474.435347 502.367318 483.5044154
-20000 472.733614 501.263951 490.694143 483.798758 501.222855 489.9426642
-21000 483.847857 508.378108 496.296467 494.006165 498.430858 496.191891
-22000 495.441091 514.024106 500.929563 504.586524 494.188554 501.8339676
-23000 506.888085 517.260476 504.025285 514.812597 489.414667 506.480222
-24000 517.178021 517.244859 505.287818 523.634193 484.604456 509.5898694
-25000 525.21086 513.746057 504.457061 529.505482 480.533278 510.6905476
-26000 529.794335 506.977719 501.759292 531.194766 477.684539 509.4821302
-27000 530.12076 497.884968 497.663903 527.50279 476.43429 505.9213422
-28000 526.119952 487.82631 492.766582 518.652154 476.671341 500.4072678
-29000 518.41874 478.252015 487.831294 505.696605 478.547855 493.7493018
-30000 508.400225 470.174606 483.574663 490.854068 481.667635 486.9342394
-31000 497.770285 464.52149 480.334034 476.310087 485.697679 480.926715
-32000 487.92063 461.596717 478.473066 463.980212 490.350665 476.464258
-33000 479.931175 461.332144 478.095675 455.035153 495.110286 473.9008866
-34000 474.566509 463.654918 478.973979 449.994344 499.505078 473.3389656
-35000 471.768087 468.120494 481.06085 448.782728 503.206691 474.58777
-36000 471.611781 474.266228 484.06564 451.034131 505.832866 477.3621292
-37000 473.682574 481.781787 487.653262 456.269123 507.022141 481.2817774
-38000 477.577774 490.156586 491.594966 463.770029 507.03277 486.026425
-39000 482.85649 499.026785 495.70764 473.11972 505.759615 491.29405
-40000 489.151779 508.012559 499.612445 483.695141 503.715662 496.8375172
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